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Abstract
Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) involves small incisions in a patient’s body,
leading to reduced medical risk and shorter hospital stays compared to open
surgeries. For these reasons, MIS has experienced increased demand across
different types of surgery. MIS sometimes utilizes robotic instruments to com-
plement human surgical manipulation to achieve higher precision than can be
obtained with traditional surgeries. Modern surgical robots perform within a
master-slave paradigm, in which a robotic slave replicates the control gestures
emanating from a master tool manipulated by a human surgeon. Presently,
certain human errors due to hand tremors or unintended acts are moderately
compensated at the tool manipulation console. However, errors due to robotic
vision and display to the surgeon are not equivalently addressed. Current vi-
sion capabilities within the master-slave robotic paradigm are supported by
perceptual vision through a limited binocular view, which considerably impacts
the hand-eye coordination of the surgeon and provides no quantitative geomet-
ric localization for robot targeting. These limitations lead to unexpected surgi-
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cal outcomes, and longer operating times compared to open surgery.
To improve vision capabilities within an endoscopic setting, we designed
and built several image guided robotic systems, which obtained sub-millimeter
accuracy. With this improved accuracy, we developed a corresponding surgical
planning method for robotic automation. As a demonstration, we prototyped
an autonomous electro-surgical robot that employed quantitative 3D structural
reconstruction with near infrared registering and tissue classification meth-
ods to localize optimal targeting and suturing points for minimally invasive
surgery. Results from validation of the cooperative control and registration
between the vision system in a series of in vivo and in vitro experiments are
presented and the potential enhancement to autonomous robotic minimally in-
vasive surgery by utilizing our technique will be discussed.
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1.1 An Overview of Robotic Assistance in
Medicine
Computer integrated surgery (CIS) has been driven with the goals to enhance
dexterity, visual feedback and information for surgeons, either for pre-operative
planning or for indirect execution through robotic precision. The goal is to as-
sist human surgeons with tool manipulation and medical assessments with
minimal invasion and to complement and enhance the surgeons’ skills. The
CIS paradigm emerged in research laboratories in the mid-1980s and was in-
troduced as a commercial medical product in the mid-1990s. Since then CIS
systems have been rapidly developed and evaluated for use in neurology, or-
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thopedics, radiation therapy, and cardiology, with or without laparoscopic aid.
CIS benefits compared to traditional operations include surgical improvements
in planning and execution precision, leading to reduction in surgical complica-
tions and shorter hospital stays. Modern CIS robots can be categorized into
three mainstream technologies: The surgical CAD/CAM robot, the master-
slave surgical assistant system [5–7], and the autonomous surgical robot [8,9].
1.1.1 Surgical CAD/CAM Robot
The surgical CAD/CAM paradigm incorporates preoperative and intra-operative
modeling and planning for the operation, usually in three phases [10]:
– Pre-operative phase: 2D or 3D imaging of patient, targeting organ and re-
lated information about the patient anatomy are collected. If necessary, a
biopsy examination for tissue study is executed or a patient-specific organ
model is printed for interactive surgical planning.
– Intra-operative phase: A surgical plan and pre-operative imaging frame-
works are registered to the patient with sensors and equipped surgical
tools to execute the surgical plan. Updating and additional imaging and
sensing may be pursued for necessary procedures to ensure surgical in-
tervention is achieved. Data monitoring throughout this phase is often
recorded for future reference.
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– Post-operative phase: A summary and collection of information and re-
sults from the first two phases are archived to verify surgical diagnostics,
technical issues, other long term assessment, and for surgical statistical
studies.
These methods first started in the late 1980s with the ROBODOC system.
The ROBODOC system (Integrated Surgical Systems) was developed to as-
sist hip and knee replacement surgery [11, 12]. The goal was to help with im-
proving implant fitting precision and repeatability, with pre-operative surgical
planning supported by Computed Tomography (CT) images. Other registration
method using the remote-center-of-motion device (RCM), have been shown fea-
sible for percutaneous therapy to insert radiation therapy seeds into human
organ with less cost and geometric error [13–15].
1.1.2 Master-Slave Surgical Assistant System
The current state-of-the-art surgical robot for clinical use during Robotic-Assisted
Surgery (RAS) is based on the master-slave control principle, where a medical
robot (slave) is directly controlled by a surgeon operating at the master console.
Some representative robotic systems are the da Vinci robot (Intuitive Surgical
Inc, Sunnyvale, CA) [16], the MiroSurge (Institute of Robotics and Mechtron-
ics, German Aerospace Center) [17], and the Raven surgical robot (University
of Washington) [18]. A typical master-slave robotic system includes multi-joint
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robotic arms and binocular vision with endo-wrist instruments. At the master
console, the surgeon views a perceptive 3D surgical scene through two binocu-
lar eyepieces (stereoscope) with the ability to manipulate the camera through
foot pedals. Tool manipulation by the surgeon is accomplished by measuring
hand movement and is transmitted to a controller for filtering, scaling, and
relaying to the robotic arms and instruments. These functions allow for pre-
cise execution, mitigating tremors and sudden unwanted acts being sent to
the robotic arms and tools. With the technical advantages in manipulating
laparoscopic tools and operating on patients with minimal surgical invasion,
master-slave surgical robots are used in a wide range of surgeries where open
surgery is costly to the patient’s health, and where the organ is hard to ac-
cess. These systems are utilized in several types of cardiothoracic, gynecology,
urology, abdominal, and general surgeries.
Due to the direct-control paradigm in master-slate robots, the functional
outcomes of the surgery depend strongly on human factors, such as medical
experience, experience with robotic tool manipulation, and hand-eye coordina-
tion. Moreover, repetitive task—especially on soft tissues—remains time con-
suming, with an average suturing and stapling time of 30 minutes to 90 min-
utes in intestinal [19] and 28 minutes for vascular anastomoses [20]. However,
functional outcomes of the above-mentioned master-slave systems depend on
the training, proficiency, and daily performance changes of the surgeons that
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vary between the individuals and introduce human-related risk factors in the
surgical system contributing to complication rates reaching up to 20% in gen-
eral surgeries [21]. By automatizing RAS, with minimal human supervision,
significant benefits to current RAS procedures can be obtained in improved
safety, manipulating precision, and outcome consistency.
Other system designs for collaborative work such as joint holding of surgical
tools by both the surgeon and the robot have been proposed to transfer human
force exertion on the tool for robotic motion correspondence [22]. The design
has been extended to microsurgery and with other visual processing and tissue
interaction forces [23].
1.1.3 Autonomous Surgical Robot
Autonomy for robotic surgery refers to the ability of the robot to perform a
specific task on its own, while supervised by human surgeons for necessary
interventions. Moreover, the autonomy of the robot involves environmental
adaptation and visualization of the surgical scene. Some robotic automation
on surgical tasks such as knot-tying have been proposed, such as the EndoPAR
robot using recurrent artificial neural networks [24,25]. Academic availability
of RAS—such as with the Intuitive Surgical’s da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK),
the da Vinci Robot, and the RAVEN II—have accelerated surgical automa-
tion development. In 2015, an autonomous surgical system incorporated the
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da Vinci Surgical Robot with the dVRK to perform surgical debridement and
multilateral cutting of 3D viscoelastic tissue phantoms through learning by
observation [26]. The work was adapted and extended to performing tumor re-
section sub-tasks, such as palpation, incision, debridement, and injection [27].
These papers are limited to non-tissue phantom studies with marked full cut-
ting loops.
The RAVEN II surgical system using 3D stereoscopic imaging with NIR
tracking was developed to represent a proof of concept for detecting and sur-
gical planning for neuroblastoma ablation [8]. However, the work did not con-
sider system performance on tissues, tissue deformation, and motion in a clin-
ical setting.
In 2016, the Smart Tissue Autonomous Robot (STAR) was introduced for
automating soft tissue surgery and addressing robotic challenges in tissue mo-
tion and deformation on porcine intestinal tissue [9]. The robot included a
seven degree-of-freedom (7-DOF) lightweight robot (KUKA LWR 4+) with a
customized anastomosis tool set, motion planning and 3D visualization. STAR
tracked tissue deformation and performed suturing tasks in the tracked mark-
ers, showing its feasibility in automating anastomosis surgery. Furthermore,
it was comparable or more efficient with other contemporaneous RAS devices
and human surgeon performance.
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1.2 Development of Endoscopy in Medical
Imaging
Endoscopy, from ancient Greek éndon for “within, inside” and skopéō for “to
see”, is an established technique using a tool that can be inserted into the
body with minimal incision to support surgical procedures remotely to access
inaccessible places in the human body. Another similar term for endoscopy
is borescopy (occasionally called boroscopy), which describes an optical device
consisting of an eyepiece on one end and an objective lens on the other end that
are linked together by a set of relay optical lenses. Borescopes have a similar
design to endoscopes in medicine but the term is usually applied to instru-
ment inspection and visualization for non-medical purposes. The other term
is laparoscope, from ancient Greek lapára for “flank, side” and skopéō for “to
see”, to describe an endoscopic device used for abdominal or pelvis operations
through a small incision. These surgical tools are inserted directly into the
human body or an organ through a small hole (supported by a trocar device).
Due to its endoscopic design for minimally invasive surgery, these tool can fun-
damentally reduces medical complications, such as the risk of infection, blood




1.2.1 The Evolution of Endoscopy
The idea of applying endoscopic-like devices to medicine dates to 2640 BC. As
documented in the Edwin Smith Papyrus, Egyptian physicians treated patients
with great care through a discipline of minimal intervention and pain allevi-
ation based on a philosophy that putting people in surgical trauma could ag-
gravate their condition and endurance. Supporting the minimal intervention
method were early gynecological procedures written in the Kahun Gynaeco-
logical Papyrus and several catheter devices described in ancient Asian his-
tory [30]. However, the most notable document of a endoscopic precursor ap-
plication for practitioners on living patients is the work The Art of Medicine,
written by Hippocrates around 400 BC, where he detailed several minimally
invasive surgical procedures that reduced pain and mortality risk compared to
the traditional open surgery at the time. His standards encouraged numerous
technological developments for endoscopic precursors, catheters, and cannu-
lar instruments as well as later refinements of endoscopic techniques using
reflected light and concave mirrors in the mid 17th century.
In the early 1800s, Philipp Bozzini documented and combined all the early
technological elements to create the Lichtleiter (Light guiding instrument, Fig-
ure 1.1(a)), the first working portable scope for use for urinary tract, rectum
and pharynx diagnostics on living patients. The device was unique with an
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(a) Bozzini’s Lichtleiter (b) Desormeaux’s Endoscope
Figure 1.1: First designs of the endoscopic era. Adapted from [1].
45◦ angled mirror attachment, making the device the first visualization in-
strument with a 90◦ viewing angle [31]. By 1853, Antoine Jean Desormeaux
had refined Bozzini’s scope with burning alcohol for light illumination and a
light focusing mechanism for urinary tract and bladder assessment. With this
invention (Figure 1.1(b)), he also coined the term ”endoscope” [32]. The endo-
scopic design evolved humbly until the mid-1900s, when the advancement in
glass optics and camera technology started to blossom. In 1957, Raoul Palmer
developed the smallest scope at the time with a 5-mm casing and the most
powerful image magnification up to that date. In 1967, Harold Hopkins intro-
duced quartz, rod-shape lenses that drastically improved endoscopic visualiza-
tion [33]. Hopkins’ rod lens advanced endoscopic design to smaller diameters
and easier fabrication compared to previous endoscopic designs. In the 1970s,
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quartz rod lens evolved to flexible fiber optics to create flexible endoscopes. Sev-
eral other design foundations have advanced endoscopy to become more practi-
cal and widespread for commercialization. Completing the modern endoscopic
design, a camera was first attached to a fiberscope for abdominal assessment
in 1987, and high-fidelity display systems were introduced in the early 2000s.
1.2.2 Endoscopic Design for Minimally Invasive Surgery
There are many types of endoscope used in medical operations, with various
sizes and structures depending on the type of surgery and the surgical site.
Most endoscopes in medicine are used in places with limited access, such as
the gastrointestinal tract, the respiratory tract, the ear, the urinary tract, the
reproductive system, the orthopedic system and the spinal system.
A conventional endoscope consists of four main components (Figure 1.2),
where the end which is closer to the examiner (the eyepiece side) is called the
proximal end, and the end which is closer to the patient (the objective lens side)
is called the distal end:
– An objective lens to form an image of the object (O) inside an embedded
rod. The distal end of the objective assembly can have a set of prisms or
mirror mechanisms for a specific or an adjustable viewing angle.
– A relay lens system to transfer an image collected from the object, through
the objective lens along the length of the embedded rod to the eyepiece.
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Figure 1.2: Optical layout of a conventional endoscope with one-stage relay
assembly. Adapted from [34]
Depicted in Figure 1.2 is a one-stage relay lens endoscope. An object O
with height y0 forms an intermediate image with height y1 through the
objective lens, resulting in a final image with height yn through the relay
lens before exiting at the eyepiece E. In rigid endoscopes, this component
is a collection of relay rod lenses, but for flexible endoscopes, fiber bundles
are used.
– A light delivery system to illuminate the object for imaging. This com-
ponent is usually made of optical fibers distributed around the relay lens
system to illuminate the object with a desired uniform distribution. The
light fibers are bundled from a separate light port near the proximal end.
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Figure 1.3: Optical layout of a flexible fiber endoscope. Adapted from [34]
– An eyepiece (E) that can be viewed directly to a surgeon’s eye or connected
to a imaging sensor.
1.2.2.1 Flexible Endoscope
A flexible endoscope is an imaging device with an objective assembly, a light
delivery system and an eyepiece similar to the rigid endoscope. However, the
optical relay system is replaced by a collection of flexible fibers in a bundle
(Figure 1.3). The image formed by the objective lens is transferred along the
endoscopic length to the eyepiece through multiple total internal reflections
within the fiber bundle, and the image formed by the fiber bundle’s distal end
is the output of the fiber bundle at the proximal end (AO to A′O′ ).
Due to the small core size of the fibers in the fiber bundle for optical relay-
ing, a flexible endoscope can be long and thin and is often housed with multi-
ple channels for other purposes such as the suction valve, air/water valve and
12
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biopsy tool. Flexible endoscopes have angulation control and a left/right con-
trol lock located near the eyepiece to manipulate the positional deflection of the
endoscope body up- and downward and of the tip left- and rightward. Certain
flexible endoscopes for colonoscopy have options for variable stiffnesses and
shape-locking capabilities [34].
Due to the natural pixelated pattern of the fiber bundles, its resolution is
limited to the core size of each fiber. A typical clinical multimode fiber bundle
is often less than 2-mm to 3-mm in diameter and composed of 20,000 to 40,000
fiber cores, corresponding to an imaging resolution of each fiber core diameter
of about 20 µm [34]. Moreover, compared to the refractive relay lens endoscope,
flexible fiber scopes have smaller depths of field, and the resultant fiber images
at the eyepiece cannot compensate for residual aberration due to the individual
small core size of each fiber.
1.2.2.2 Rigid Endoscope
The fiber core size in a flexible endoscope limits the quality and resolution of
the endoscopic image. Moreover, continued flexing of the fiber easily breaks the
fiber. These limitations led to the invention of the rod-lens endoscope by Harold
Hopkins in 1959. The design optimizes the lens quality and provides a more
secure optical alignment of the first rigid endoscope design by fitting a collec-
tion of glass rod lenses between the traditional relay optics. The image quality
13
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(a) Traditional thin-lens relay system
(b) Hopkins rod-lens relay system
(c) GRIN lens relay system
Figure 1.4: Optical layouts of relay systems for rigid endoscopes. Adapted
from figures used in [35].
of a rigid endoscope is the result of the image transfer through the lenses in
the relay system and the option for aberration correction by additional lenses
in this stage. Moreover, as discussed in Section 1.2.2.1, the depth of field—
the distance about the focal plane where objects appear acceptably sharp—of a
rigid endoscope can be extended at the eyepiece to accommodate the observer.
The relay system of a rigid endoscope consists of multiple identical sections
of image transfers with unity magnification (Figure 1.4). A traditional rigid
14
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scope (Figure 1.4(a)) has at least four lenses: two identical sets of a field lens
and a relay lens that are symmetric along two sides of a stop aperture. The
system is telecentric; the marginal rays that enter and exit the relay stage are
parallel.
In a Hopkins rod-lens relay system (Figure 1.4(b)), the air space between
the relay lens and the field lens is replaced by a glass rod and was shown to
have a higher light throughput (which is proportional to the square root of the
refractive index of the relay rod, in comparison to 1 in air for a traditional
scope) and a lower vignetting effect [29,36].
Gradient Index (GRIN) (Figure 1.4(c)) rod-lens relays systems combine the
separate lenses in the above two relay types into a single glass rod with a
variable refractive index that follows a polynomial function. The rod lens and
image quality, such as f-number (f/#), are related to the designed refractive
index profile of the rod [35].
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Imaging in Minimally Invasive
Robotic Surgery
2.1 Assisted Functional Medical Imaging
Modalities
Functional imaging refers to a medical imaging method of detecting or mea-
suring variations in tissue chemical compositions, metabolism, blood flow, or
tissue biological properties, such as absorption and scattering. Modern func-
tional imaging includes direct and indirect methods. Some direct methods are
electroencephalography (EEG), Event Related Potentials (ERP), magnetoencephalography
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(MEG). Some indirect methods include Positron Emission Tomography (PET),
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), and other optical imaging such
as Ultrasonic Imaging and Diffuse Optical Imaging (DOI). Each method has its
technical advantages and disadvantages related to penetration depth, system-
atic complexity, spatial resolution, and acquisition speed.
2.1.1 Direct Functional Imaging using EEG, ERP, MEG
These direct functional imaging modalities measure electric or magnetic sig-
nals generated by ionic currents flowing in neuron dendrites during synaptic
transmission. The ultimate advantage is high temporal resolution (down to
millisecond precision). However, the spatial resolution of these devices is a
relatively high order of magnitude; thus, the recorded signals from these de-
vices are often combined with other indirect functional imaging for better data
visualization and analysis.
– Electroencephalography (EEG) records the spontaneous electrical activ-
ity of the brain using electrodes placed along the scalp (non-invasive) or
between nerve ends (invasive) over a period of time for various medical
diagnoses. An EEG system is mobile and offers temporal resolution down
to the millisecond range.
– Event Related Potentials (ERP) measure averaged EEG responses from
voltage potential variation to a stimulus.
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– Magnetoencephalography (MEG) measures the magnetic field produced
by the inherent electrical currents in the brain or nerves, via a sensitive
array of Superconducting QUantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs). Be-
cause the brain’s magnetic field is smaller than the ambient magnetic
field (103 fT versus 108 fT), shielding the magnetic field of the brain from
external magnetic fields is necessary.
2.1.2 Indirect Functional Imaging
2.1.2.1 Positron Emission Tomography
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a nuclear functional imaging method
to observe the metabolic condition of the body by collecting high energy gamma
rays that are emitted from the subject by a tracer. Prior to imaging, a radioac-
tive tracer is introduced in the body. The tracer is a mixture of natural biologi-
cal molecules with an isotope label that can produce two gamma rays by emit-
ting a positron from its nucleus. The PET tracer is designed to interact specif-
ically with the organ of interest; for example, fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET
only highlights muscles due to their glucose uptake. To obtain more knowl-
edge of the body, anatomical information is therefore often obtained from other
imaging modalities. PET is often combined with X-ray Computed Tomography
or MRI scanning to produce 3D scanned images.
When scanning the brain, clinical PET can reach a spatial resolution of (3-
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mm)3 in humans and of (1-mm)3 in small animals /citegambhir2002molecular.
The acquisition time depends on the exposure time of the sensor, ranging from
a few seconds to several minutes [37,38].
2.1.2.2 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
An functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) scanner has a powerful
electromagnet coil of about 3 T to generate a strong magnetic field inside the
scanner. The magnetic field is sufficiently strong to align the spin of the hy-
drogen nuclei (in H2O) inside the body to the direction of the field. When the
nuclear spin is aligned, their fields add up to a measurable signal that is col-
lected from an array of SQUIDs.
In MRI, hydrogen nuclei signal strength varies on the regional components
within the body, making the system capable of discriminating between each
organ in the body. The patient can be asked to take contrast agents for clearer
collected images (high imaging contrast). fMRI typically measures blood oxy-
genation level dependent (BOLD) values overlaid on a normal MRI image. The
mechanism of functional imaging is from the magnetic property variations be-
tween oxygenated and de-oxygenated blood; oxygenated hemoglobin is diamag-
netic and de-oxygenated hemoglobin is paramagnetic. A typical MRI or fMRI
yields a spatial resolution of about 3 mm to 4 mm, with temporal resolution of
about 60 ms [39].
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2.1.2.3 Ultrasound Imaging
Ultrasound utilizes high frequency sounds wave (higher than 20 kHz) to image
internal body structures for medical diagnosis. An ultrasound image (sono-
gram) is reconstructed by collecting sound echos reflected off the tissue from
emitted pulse ultrasound waves. Multiple scanning directions are collected
by moving the ultrasound probe, which is a microphone or an array of micro-
phones (transducer). The sonogram displays anatomic structure as well as
blood flow, blood vessel localization, tissue motion and stiffness. The non-
invasive instrument can be operated in real-time based on sound traveling
time, echo signal strength and the transducer sensitivity without emitting any
harmful ionizing radiation into the body. Ultrasound is used in a wide range of
minimally invasive surgery (MIS), such as in cardiology, gynecology, otolaryn-
gology, ophthalmology, pulmonology and urology.
The axial resolution of an ultrasound system is proportional to the pulse
duration while the lateral resolution depends on the transducer aperture, fre-
quency and focal properties. A conventional B-scan ultrasound has a typical
axial resolution of 150 µm and lateral resolution of 450 µm [40].
2.1.2.4 Diffuse Optical Imaging
The principal of Diffuse Optical Imaging (DOI) is based on the photon prop-
agation behavior of light within biological tissue. Incoming light penetrates
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to the tissue and once interacting with the biological tissue, can either ab-
sorb or scatter from the tissue molecules.1 By analyzing the variations of the
collected diffused reflectance from the sample, concentrations of oxygenated
and de-oxygenated hemoglobin and melanin can be deduced from adaptation
of Lambert-Beer’s law. In DOI, near infrared (NIR) light is utilized as an il-
lumination source due to its high penetration depth in biological tissue. The
reflected photon is then collected by a photodetector, typically at about 3 cm
away from the light source. Because of the hardware simplicity, the device
can be setup to use a flexible fiber array, extending a 2D functional imaging
method to detect 3D volumes, such as for breast cancer detection [41] or in
neonatal imaging [42]. The most commonly used DOI systems utilize a con-
tinuous wave light source, either from a laser diode or a light-emitting diode
(LED). A summary of different DOI systematic modifications along with each
system sensitivity in tissue oxygenation saturation is reviewed in [43]. DOI
spatial resolution in adult human brain imaging is about 1 cm [44].
2.1.3 Multi-Functional Image-Guided Surgery
Modern surgical navigation in current clinical minimally invasive surgeries
incorporates a stereoscopic system with camera - NIR projector paradigm to
spatially localize prominent positions of multiple NIR reflectance spheres. The
1As the technique is diffuse optical imaging, transmitted light is not measured.
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spheres are calibrated with a reference calibration frame, allowing real-time
tracking of surgical tools with a sphere attachment. In regular clinical practice,
location of the tools are registered with a priori 3D scanned images from MRI
[45] or CT scanners [46]. The registration between the tool coordinates and the
3D volume from the image library give the surgeon an overlay for targeting the
tool and performing surgical tasks. The MRI and CT scanned images are done
before the surgery for surgical strategic planning.
Further functionality is continuing to be added to multi-functional image-
guided surgeries, including adding intra-operative ultrasound [47] and fluores-
cence imaging [48,49]. Focused ultrasound sonication is used along with many
image-guided technologies in intracerebral hemorrhage treatment or tumor ab-
lation [50,51]. Ultrasound imaging also finds extensive use in MIS to visualize
the dynamic flow of fluids in 2D and to complement a full pathological mapping
of the 3D volume generated from MRI, CT and PET by using a fused ultrasono-
gram. Another popular use of 3D ultrasound in MIS is for needle tracking and
surgical planning [52–55].
For fluorescence imaging, IndoCyanine Green (ICG) dye has recently been
used in MIS to identify vasculature anatomy and monitor blood perfusion of
organs [49, 56, 57]. The binding of the dye molecule to the plasma protein
within the vascular confinement is rather quick, within 3 minutes to 5 min-
utes of introduction, and is non-toxic with little allergic generation [58]. ICG
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fluorescence emits at about 830 nm under fluorescence excitation at around
785 nm, requiring an additional light illumination at this NIR wavelength and
a bandpass filter to collect the fluorescence. The vasculature monitor has re-
cently been introduced in clinical MIS such as the SKY and the PINPOINT
Endoscopic Fluorescence Imaging System from Novadaq [59], the OPAL1 tech-
nology from Karl Storz [60], and the Firefly Fluorescence Imaging integrated
with the da Vinci Robot from Intuitive Surgical [61].
2.2 Visualizations in Minimally Invasive
Surgery
Modern surgical procedures have been increasingly adopting MIS over tradi-
tional open surgery due to its main advantage in surgical trauma reduction,
especially for opthalmalogy, ear, nose, and throat (ENT) abdominal and car-
diology surgeries [62, 63]. A typical MIS system supports visualization of the
surgical anatomy and pathology of internal organs using a dedicated laparo-
scopic or endoscopic device. Conventional 2D and 3D vision in current clinical
MIS technologies support surgical visualization; however, they are limited to
either narrow fields of view (FOV) or scenic depth perceptions. These qual-
ities serve the need of surgical depth estimation; however, visual perception
contributes to low depth accuracy and impacts a surgeon’s hand-eye coordina-
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tion, learning curve and clinical outcomes [64–66]. These human variations
can critically affect functional outcomes in all acute surgeries, where precision
and accuracy of dissection or suturing placements within 1 or 2 mm can make
a significant difference [67]. In addition, with the recent advance in robotics,
adapting autonomous robots for use in surgery requires a more precise depth
quantification of the surgical site. Therefore, a quantitative 3D measurement
during surgery would benefit both surgeons and surgical robots. Recent de-
velopments in MIS quantitative 3D visualization involve techniques such as
stereoscopy, time of flight, plenoptic and structure illumination.
2.2.1 Stereoscopy
Stereoscopy is a well-developed technique for 3D reconstruction. For direct
depth visualization in current medical devices using stereoscopy, such as the
master-slave MIS console, the surgeon perceives depth information through
viewing left and right binocular eyepieces and processes 3D perception from
the two overlapped views of the scene. Currently, for robotic navigation using
stereoscopy, depth information relies on the searching of stereo correspondence
between two distinct images of the scene to produce an estimation of disparity
between the both images. Considering a typical stereo imaging setup as in
Figure 2.1, the disparity uL − uR is the distance between two projected points
of P in the left and right images. By using triangulation, 3D coordinate of a
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(a) A simplified stereo imaging system
with two parallel cameras
(b) A typical stereo imaging system
Figure 2.1: Triangulation is used in stereo imaging system for 3D reconstruc-
tion. Adapted from [2].
sample point P can be deduced. In a simplified stereo system such as in Figure
2.1(a), where the two cameras shares the same focal length F , are parallel with
each other and are b distance away from each other, coordinate P (xP , yP , zP ) can













The disparity is calculated by determining camera intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters and matching the correspondence between pixel (or pixel window)
between the two cameras of the same object. Because of the need to match
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the correspondence from pixel to pixel (or pixel window to pixel window) be-
tween the two images, the computational time in dynamic conditions can be
significant. Hence, many computational studies for stereo vision focus on im-
proving the algorithmic speed to search for disparity, such as to use motion
estimation between consecutive scenic frames for 3D flow recovering (stereo-
scopic scene flow prediction [68]), to use feature detection (the seed propagation
method [69], or to use an efficient convex optimization for disparity computing
based on a 3D cost-volume configuration (the cost-volume method [70]). These
methods have been used to obtain high 3D resolution up to 50 µm. However,
the technique suffers when there are no features or textures on the sample,
creating data ”holes” in the 3D map, requiring a data interpolation method to
be used.
2.2.2 Time-of-Flight
The Time-of-flight (ToF) imaging technique calculates depth information from
the phase difference δφ between the emitted light pulse and the reflected pulse
has been detected after reflecting off a sample (Equation 2.2). Therefore, this
technique does not rely on a correspondence search or a baseline restriction,
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Depth resolution using 3D time-of-fight surgical endoscope ranges from 0.89
mm [71] to about 4 mm [72]. However, due to the low light environment in tis-
sue imaging, a ToF camera often uses a high power laser source to illuminate
internal targets. Some other limitations in depth evaluation using ToF come
from specular reflectance, inhomogeneous illumination, and other systemic er-
rors such as the sensor run-time, its temperature tolerance and imaging expo-
sure time [73]. Other tissue-light interaction factors such as tissue biological
properties in absorption and scattering also contribute in the ToF systematic
error.
2.2.3 Plenoptic Imaging
Plenoptic imaging, or light field imaging, calculates depth from a single image
collected by multiple reflected rays from the object through a microlens array
located in front of a camera sensor. Each image from the sensor is comprised
of multiple micro images from the microlens array, i.e. each pixel of a micro
image is related to particular directions of different incoming light. The mi-
crolenses are aligned in a specific configuration and can come with different fo-
cusing lengths (multi-focus plenoptic camera) for an optimization of a maximal
effective lateral resolution and the required depth of field [74]. The capabil-
ity to capture light from multiple angles with multiple focal lengths supports
not only depth mapping but also focal retrieval for post processing or provid-
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ing large depth of focus imaging. Depth reconstruction in plenoptic imaging is
calculated similar as in stereoscopy, or using focus/defocus method [75].
The lateral resolution of a multi-focus plenoptic camera can achieve up to
a quarter of the sensor pixel in lateral resolution [76] with an order of magni-
tude of 1 mm in axial resolution [77]. Although benefiting from high depth res-
olution, 3D reconstruction using plenoptic imaging often requires customized
sensors and microlens arrays for a particular imaging field. Plenoptic imaging
systems have also been commercially developed, primarily for consumer and
non-medical applications [78]. Some early developments on using plenoptic
imaging for surgical applications have recently been explored [79].
2.2.4 Structured Illumination
Structured illumination (SI) provides depth quantification similar to stereo-
scope techniques. However, SI relies on the parallax and triangulation of sam-
ple locations in relation to a camera (or more than one camera) and a projector.
Instead of searching for disparities, SI detects depth from fringe patterns that
are actively projected onto the tissue. The projected pattern can be grid pattern
(dot or line) or sinusoidal modulated pattern. Grid pattern SI reconstructs 3D
surface through disparity searching similar to stereoscopy. From the known
grid geometry and active illumination on the tissue, reconstructed point cloud
is calculated with higher accuracy and less prone to tissue homogeneous fea-
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ture, i.e. the technique is more robust with featureless object. These advan-
tages in speed and less computational cost make grid SI a highly used method
in computer vision to detect motion and track object in real time [80–82]. For
tissue 3D imaging, some highlighted studies employ a unique projected light
color spectrum [83,84] or a known pattern to triangulate the light-of-sight rays
from the light source to the camera on tissue features with sub-millimeter ac-
curacy [85,86]. However, the application of grid SI in endoscopy is still limited.
Certain features of the grid such as the spacing between grid, grid projection
collimation within certain depth range, grid distortion and the light spectrum
of the grid should be considered when applying grid SI for tissue 3D recon-
struction to achieve sub-millimeter accuracy.
The other SI method using sinusoidal modulated pattern (another name is
the fringe projection profilometry) reconstructs 3D based on the relation be-
tween camera parameters with the phase distribution. The phase distribution
is calculated from multiple modulated fringes at different shifted frequencies,
thus, covers the object surface within the projected shifting range. This method
can highlight features present in discontinuous surfaces or featureless regions,
producing denser 3D point clouds than traditional stereoscopy. For in-vitro
medical applications, sinusoidal pattern SI has been widely applied in derma-
tology for skin and wound inspection [87–89] and in health-care for idiopathic
scoliosis diagnostics [90]. Despite its wide use in some fields, sinusoidal pattern
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SI endoscopic imaging for medical intra-operative inspection has been rather
limited. Due to their limited working volume, many sinusoidal pattern SI endo-
scopic designs do not incorporate a baseline between the projector and the cam-
era but use a common beam-splitter between them, resulting in non-uniform
depth accuracy and a restricted range of 3D measurement [91] or providing
only perceptual depth measurements [92, 93]. Many efforts have applied SI
in confined spaces such as in fiber or endoscope systems [94–96]. They have
primarily been reported with static and non-tissue objects [97].
Because of the advantages in hardware and the computational efficiency of
sinusoidal pattern SI, the technique is adapted for 3D reconstruction in our
setup (The sinusoidal pattern SI from here to later sections is referred as SI).
We contribute a unique gradient gray coded pattern for 3D tissue reconstruc-
tion where the discontinuity of the object is solved using phase calculations
from a sequence of low to high spatial frequency grid patterns to minimize the
cost of color-coded illumination. The coded pattern features the shape of the
tissue in vertical grids, deducing an object’s geometry across its entire surface,
instead of just features as in stereoscopy. By deducing an object’s geometry
across its entire surface, data “holes” can be reduced in the reconstructed point
cloud of featureless to few-featured samples, such as the intestine or kidney.
Moreover, the coded patterns are generated using low power light emitting
diodes (LEDs), reducing the speckle pattern occurrence or specular reflectance
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Figure 2.2: Geometrical reconstruction using structured illumination.
seen in high coherence light sources often used in SI endoscopic imaging using
supercontinuum or laser sources. In addition, the baseline between the camera
and the projector is utilized to provide high quantitative depth measurements.
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Chapter 3
Endoscopic Imaging System for
Autonomous Robotic MIS
3.1 Motivation
The current clinical 3D imaging standards used in minimally invasive surgery
offer either non-quantitative 3D reconstruction for human surgeons or lossy
3D reconstructed point clouds that are inadequate for visualization by surgical
robots. The most recent previous work in this field have advanced variations of
3D reconstruction techniques to provide quantitative imaging in endoscopy for
MIS (Section 2.2); however, these prior attempts provide limited exposure to
tissue imaging and quantification. In this section, to address these limitations,
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we introduce two compact prototypes for 3D endoscopic imaging using plenop-
tic and SI methods. We also evaluate the accuracy and precision of their point
cloud reconstructions with different tissue types and discuss their applicability
for robotic manipulation.
My contributions to the work present in this section include full develop-
ment of the 3D imaging endoscopic system, including optical simulation, sys-
tem setup, optical characterization, accuracy assessment and tissue validation.
The work presented in this section resulted in publications in [79,98–102] and
a patent application [103].
3.2 Endoscopic Imaging System for 3D
Reconstruction using Plenoptic Technique
3.2.1 System Contributions
Plenoptic imaging is a fairly new 3D reconstruction technique in the biomedi-
cal field. The technique involves a micro lens array (MLA) integrated onto an
imaging sensor, such that each point of the object can be viewed and imaged
at different angles via adjacent micro lenses. The depth information can be de-
duced similarly to the stereoscopy approach. However, in stereoscopy, the two
imagers should maintain a set angle of separation to obtain two distinct views
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of the object while ensuring the desired depth accuracy [104–106]. A stere-
oscope utilizes triangulation in which the two imagers maintain a set angle
relative to the object for correspondence searching. As an extension of stereo-
scope, a plenoptic imager utilizes only one sensor with multiple micro lens to
create a higher number of viewing positions, thus, improve the correspondence
searching performance. Moreover, a plenoptic camera offers the reduction of
systematic calibration due to the known separation between each micro lens
(i.e. known distance between micro-sensors). In addition, plenoptic imaging
also create the expansion of parallax computation in both horizontal and verti-
cal directions compared to one dimension in a stereoscope. Currently, plenoptic
imaging is widely accepted in industry for multi-focus imaging [74, 76]; how-
ever, plenoptic imaging in medicine is limited with current depth precision of
1 mm [77,107] in wide-field imaging. To adapt this technique to an endoscopic
setting for minimally invasive surgery, we propose a plenoptic endoscopy de-
sign that consists of a clinical surgical endoscope, a plenoptic camera and a re-
lay optical system. The proposed setup compensates for the aperture mismatch
between the endoscope and the MLA fabricated on the plenoptic camera.
3.2.2 System Setup
The endoscopic setup described in Figure 3.1 employs a 0-degree surgical borescope
with scope housing diameter of 10 mm (Stryker, San Jose, California, USA) for
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both illumination and imaging. The light from a halogen bulb is coupled into
the light pipe of the borescope to illuminate the surgical site and the image is
coupled back to the plenoptic camera via the same borescope and a relay lens
system. The plenoptic camera used is commercially available with a predefined
MLA setting (Raytrix R5, Kiel, Germany). The relay lens system comprises
four biconvex lenses with various focal lengths (Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA)
to achieve the desired micro lens image on the plenoptic camera. In particu-
lar, a 20-mm-focal-length biconvex lens (LA1859, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA)
is used to form an image with output light rays from the borescope eyepiece.
This image is then expanded via three biconvex lenses with focal lengths of 30
mm (LA1805, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA), 400 mm (LA1172, Thorlabs, New
Jersey, USA) and 35 mm (LA1027, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA) to form the
micro lens images with an aperture matching the aperture of the fabricated
micro lens. Beam expansion could be achieved with fewer lenses; however the
combination of F30 and F400 lenses are used to fine tune the image and to pro-
vide flexibility for beam delineation. A scale bar of 5cm length is added in the
system schematic for optical alignment reference. The imaging system oper-
ated at 11 frames per second with CUDA GeForce GTX 690 on a Dell Precision
T7600 workstation for image reconstruction.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the endoscopic setup with the plenoptic camera and
relay lens system.
3.2.3 3D Reconstruction Principle
In the plenoptic imaging setting, a main lens produces an image from a real
object, this image then acts as the object for the MLA. Through the MLA, the
incident light cone is split into multiple sub-images collected by the sensor.
Based on these collected micro lens images, depth calculation is defined by the
relation between the calculated virtual depth and the metric transformation re-
lation [108, 109]. Depth calculation of a plenoptic setup relates to stereoscopy
technology, where the MLA performs as a micro camera array that generates
multiple views of a small portion of the object, which is also the image gener-
ated by the main lens. First, a correspondence search is established with each
pixel location from one micro sensor correlated with the other pixel location
from the adjacent micro sensor using the sum of absolute difference method
over a group of pixel points along the epipolar lines. The method searches for
corresponding pixels between the two adjacent micro images by minimizing the
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Figure 3.2: Triangulation principle for virtual depth estimation. IP: Image
plane, MLA: Micro lens array.





|I1(i, j)− I2(i+ x, j + y)| (3.1)
where (i, j) is the pixel index of adjacent micro images I1 and I2, m and n are
the pixel numbers along horizontal and vertical axes, and x and y represent
the disparity along the two directions, respectively.
Once the correlated pixels of these micro images are determined, the inter-
section point of projected rays through these pixels into the virtual 3D space
determines the virtual depth of the object. This virtual depth is related to the
distance between the observed object and the camera. An example depicted in
Figure 3.2 calculates virtual depth vp to explain this calculation [109].
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D − (i1 − i2)
(3.2)
where a is the distance between MLA to the virtual parallax point, b is the
distance between the sensor and the MLA. D is the baseline distance between
two micro lenses with centers c1 and c2; i1 and i2 are the image pixels of the
same object point projected by the two micro lenses.
From the information of the virtual depth, metric distance bL of the virtual
depth is computed as in Equation 3.3.
bL = h+ vP b (3.3)
where h is the distance between the main lens and the MLA.
As the optical property of the endoscope is proprietary, the overall sys-
tem magnification is unknown theoretically; however, we determine the sys-
tem magnification empirically using a known measurement height standard.
Therefore, the scaled object height is determined using this magnification.
3.2.4 Accuracy assessment
To evaluate system performance, we calculate depth of field (DOF) via res-
olution and contrast measurement within a range of working distance. The
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Figure 3.3: Resolution and contrast measurements
resolution is the smallest resolvable width of a horizontal or vertical line on a
USAF test target 1951 (R3L3S1P, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA). The standard
target is moved away from the distal end of the borescope without refocusing
with equal step size of 5 mm and increasing located distance from 10 mm to
50 mm. In addition, a contrast change with the set working distance was also
recorded. The resolution and DOF plot in Figure 3.3 shows the best contrast
occurs at 20 mm to 30 mm away from the borescope. At this distance, the reso-
lution is recorded to be within 50 um to 80 um, which is sufficient for imaging
biological samples such as intestinal organs in anastomosis surgery.
3.2.4.1 Planar Checkerboard Surface
To further validate the system’s accuracy and precision, we used a checker-
board pattern with known square size of 3.5 mm on a depth-of-field target
serving as the height standard (DOF 5-15, Edmund Optics, Barrington, New
Jersey). The target is aligned at 0 degrees and 45 degrees and 20 mm away
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Figure 3.4: (a) Micro lens image of the checker board at 0 degree with (b) its
depth map and (c, d) point cloud data at different views.
from the distal end plane of the borescope as indicated in Figure 3.4a and Fig.
5a. The accuracy error is characterized by mean distance and standard de-
viation between the fitted plane and the reference plane modeled at 0 degree
and 45 degrees; while the precision error is defined by the variation (mean dis-
tance and standard deviation) of collected data points from the fitted planes
(see Figure 3.4(c,d) and Figure 3.5(c, d)).
Due to the triangulation, the depth reconstruction is only possible when
sufficient object features and local contrast are achieved, such as at edges and
corners of the checkerboard as observed in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. As the
angle deviates from 0 degree to 45 degrees, the depth map and point cloud
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Table 3.1: Reconstruction accuracy and precision at two planar angle devia-
tions at 0 degree and 45 degrees. Unit is in millimeters.
0 degree 45 degree
Accuracy Mean (Std) 0.085 (0.032) 0.818 (0.440)Maximum 0.103 1.439
Precision Mean (Std) 1.141 (0.721) 2.367 (1.800)Maximum 3.863 11.658
accumulations illustrate the change presented in the corresponding colormap.
The calculated accuracy and precision are displayed in Table 3.1 with an av-
erage maximum accuracy and precision error of about 1 - 2 mm with a field
of view of 25x25 mm2. Depending on the object of interest, a required field
of view (FOV), resolution, and depth precision is required accordingly. For
a minimally-invasive surgical endoscope especially for anastomosis (a recon-
structive surgery to connect two lumens together), a FOV of 25x25x25 mm3
with spatial resolution of about 200 um and depth precision of about 1 mm are
sufficient for 3D image guided anastomosis [9].
A finer grid pattern for testing the system’s accuracy and precision in Figure
3.4 and Figure 3.5 can improve the 3D reconstruction due to the increase in
data points. However in medical applications imaging targets often lack dense
features. We thus believe that a sparsely distributed checkerboard provides a
more realistic test pattern. We also believe that a custom developed light field
endoscopic camera with custom MLA will further improve the precision and
accuracy in the future.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Micro lens image of the checker board at 45 degrees with (b) its
depth map and (c, d) point cloud data at different views.
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3.2.4.2 Inhomogeneous Sample
Other complicated 3D-printed objects of polydimethylsiloxane material with
defined structures and known dimensions were further used to examine the
system spatial reconstruction. The result indicates the distinct curvature and
heights of the objects with the displayed depth color map (see Figure 3.6). In
particular, an average reconstructed height from the L-shape base A to the
lower base B of the second object (Figure 3.6b and Figure 3.6e) is 5.5 mm com-
pared to the physical height of 6.64 mm, leading to an error of 1.14 mm. An-
other height error for the third 3D-printed object in Figure 3.6c and Figure 3.6f
was also recorded to be 0.75 mm from the base A to the podium base B. A biolog-
ical sample of a fowl ventricular specimen was harvested for 3D measurement
(Figure 3.7). The specimen’s structural features are contained, however, cir-
cular patterns between the micro lenses were also detected (Figure 3.7). This
can be explained by the unresolved depth information between the micro lens’
edges.
3.2.5 Lessons Learned
Due to the nature of the plenoptic technique for searching the disparity be-
tween adjacent micro lens images, the reconstruction algorithm depends strongly
on the inherent features of the tested samples. In other words, featureless or
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Figure 3.6: ((a-c) Micro lens image of a plane and inhomogeneous objects and
(d-f) its reconstructed depth maps.
Figure 3.7: (a) Micro lens image of a fowl ventricular specimen and (b-d) its
3D reconstructions at multiple angles.
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homogeneous regions of the object create outliers or missing depth informa-
tion, thus data interpolation is essential. To compensate for this limitation,
a projector can be used to actively illuminate known features onto the object
and an efficient illumination setting can be used to resolve the finer details of
the object as well as to avoid reflection saturation. Non-existent data points
have no effect on the accuracy and precision. The depth estimation depends
on detectable features, which could be maximized by using active illumination.
There are a few advantages of plenoptic endoscopy with active illumination
over normal structured illumination. The first is that the plenoptic approach
allows the user to observe the scene from a variety of angles in both horizontal
and vertical directions due to the micro lens array arrangement. The second
is that the entire scene can be brought into focus provided that it is within
the FOV. Lastly, the structure of the illumination needs not be known before-
hand, and is not a source of error. Typical structured light approaches rely
on a precisely known projection pattern, whereas the plenoptic approach seeks
only high contrast features, which can be provided in a myriad of ways. In con-
clusion, a three-dimensional endoscopic system using plenoptic imaging tech-
nique has been demonstrated with reconstructed dimensions of both planar
and complex samples. We are currently working with the research and develop-
ment team at the Raytrix Company to further improve the design of MLA that
would benefit such endoscopic 3D vision for minimally invasive surgery. The
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improvement involves the f-matching performance of aperture size between
the MLA and the optics of the commercial surgical borescope, while maintains
an adequate frame rate for surgical guidance purpose (10 frames per second).
Moreover, other optical analysis techniques such as multispectral imaging or
laser speckle contrast can be registered onto the 3D rendering to provide the
dynamic property of the studied tissue in minimally invasive surgery.
The system proposed in this section has been published in




By using plenoptic imaging, the 3D surface geometry of tissue can be recon-
structed within a compact endoscopic housing as discussed in Section 3.2. How-
ever, the system hardware requires modification of the micro lens configuration
which matches numerical aperture of the relay scope, and the correspondence
searching also suffers point cloud discontinuity for featureless or no feature
object, similar to stereoscopic vision. These factors restrain surgical naviga-
tion and planning for autonomous robotic system. The system proposed in
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this section explores the adaptation of 3D structure illumination in MIS with
hardware simplicity and flexible system calibration for further systematic reg-
istration with surgical robot. The system demonstrates quantitative, dense
point cloud construction ability in video streaming mode. Tissue sensitivity
evaluation of the system is performed within clinical anastomosis scenario on
multiple porcine cadaveric samples.
3.3.2 System Setup
To optically monitor how the tissue is deformed, we developed a 3D endoscope
based on a structured illumination technique (Figure 3.8). The system con-
sists of two identical rigid surgical endoscopes (HOPKINS 7230AA, 0◦, 4-mm-
diameter endoscope, Karl Storz GmbH & Co. KG, Tuttlingen, Germany) for
illumination and imaging. The illumination endoscope (Illum. scope) guides
the modulated patterns projected by a digital micromirror device (DMD) (TI-
DLP EVM3000, Texas Instrument, Dallas, Texas, USA). These patterns shine
on the objects and their reflection off the sample is captured via the imaging
endoscope (Imag. scope), an achromatic doublet lens served as an imaging lens
(IL, AC254-060-A, Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey, USA) and a CCD camera
(GS3-U3-15S5M-C, Point Grey Research Inc, Richmond, Canada). The projec-
tor is equipped with an optical chamber comprised of red, green and blue LEDs.
To make the current system adequate for imaging pigmented samples such as
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intestines, we use green LED for illumination as the camera responsivity is
highest compared to the other regions. The gray code modulated fringe fol-
lows a sinusoidal form (Equation 3.1). The two endoscopes are both designed
with telescopic objective lens, the FOV for the projection and imaging varies
depending on the distance between the endoscope’s distal end to the object, the
overlapped regions from the illumination and the imaging endoscopes with 70◦
acceptance angle, and the depth of field of the imaging optics. In our setup,
all the projected fringes are aligned within the imaging FOV, and the distal
ends of the two scopes are angled at about 12◦. For low-noise triangulation
and to minimize the overall form-factor of the endoscope, a minimum angle
of 12◦ between the illumination and the imaging scopes is chosen to maintain
the desired field of view and height accuracy. More quantification of the 3D
accuracy in relations with the endoscopic separation angle can be obtained and
referred to open SI setup [106]. To demonstrate ray-tracing through the optical
assembly and to find the location for the focusing imaging lens to the sensor,
we adapted a standard endoscope model with the relay lens system based on
a combination of rod lenses and simulate the system using Optics Studio 15
SP1 (Zemax, Kirkland, Washington, USA). The control interface is written in
C# using multi-thread computation on a Dell Precision T7600 workstation to
control the synchronization of the camera frame grabber within the projector
exposure time for each fringe and to export each fringed image and 3D point
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(a) 3D imaging endoscopic system on a mounting arm
with the surgical tool on a robotic arm (not shown) tar-
geting the sample inside a torso phantom.
(b) Imaging system with the op-
tical layout inside the rigid scope
Figure 3.8: 3D SI imaging endoscopic system.
cloud visualization.
3.3.3 System Synchronization
Prior to each data collection, two defined system settings for the camera and
the projector are loaded into each hardware platform. Typical parameter con-
figurations of the camera and the projector are listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 for
the 3D reconstruction method using SI. The varied parameters shown in the
tables mostly depend on the camera sensitivity of capturing pigmented tissue.
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Figure 3.9: Workflow for 3D imaging system control and data collection.
The camera is set to integrate incoming light to output images within each pro-
jector trigger duration. The work flow of the system synchronization including
the triggering, data collection to 3D computation, and display is described in
Figure 3.9. The program is synchronized using computing threads and is writ-
ten in C++. The computed point cloud is imported to RVIZ for visualization in






Image Format Mode 1
Shutter Trigger Mode 1
Table 3.2: Typical parameter settings for the camera.
3.3.4 System Speed
For all intestinal 3D video streaming, the camera exposure is set to be around
30 ms/fringed image (camera received frame rate of 32 fps) with each image
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LED Current [mA] 633
Output Trigger Pulse Width [µs] 20000
Delay [µs] 0
Pattern Sequence Bit Depth 6
Pattern Count 9 or 16
LED Select Green
Exposure [µs] 25000 (varied)
Trigger Period [µs] 25000 (varied)
Table 3.3: Typical parameter settings for the projector.
size is 516x692 pixels. For one 3D map reconstructed from 16 fringed images,
3D depth map and pointclouds are collected at 1.57 fps. The system speed
is later enhanced by reducing the number of projected fringes during sample
3D reconstruction. Technical details of the speed improvement is provided in
Section 5.3.2.3.
3.3.5 Camera-Projector Calibration
The camera-projector calibration is adapted from the work in [3], in which the
geometric dimension is related to fringe phase and camera parameters as sub-
sequently derived from triangulation (Section 3.3.5.1).
3.3.5.1 Triangulation
A typical setup using camera-projector configuration is similar to stereo vision
schematic, with the second camera replaced by a projector. Considering a 3D
setup described in Figure 3.10, where P is a point that could be presented in
the reference plane Oxyz, B is the imaging points of P on the camera coordi-
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Figure 3.10: Triangulation in structure illumination using camera-projector
setup. Adapted from [3].
nates O′x′y′z′, D is projected point on the projector coordinates O”x”y”z” to point
P , A and C are the centers of the camera and the projector, respectively. From
triangulation of the coordinate points P , A, B in the reference coordinate sys-






zP − zA zB − zP
]xB yB
xA yA
 / (zB − zA) (3.4)
From triangulation of the coordinate points P , C, D in the reference coordi-
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zD − zC zP − zD
]xP yP
xC yC
 / (zP − zC) (3.5)
Applying transformation matrix R with rotational angles α, β and γ about
the x′, y′ and z′ axes, we can transform point B from the camera coordinate

















In a similar way, point D is transformed from Oxyz to O′′x′′y′′z′′ with the rota-
tional matrix R around rotational angles θ, φ and ψ about the x′′, y′′ and z′′ axes

















The fringe phase ΦB at point B must be identical to ΦD at point D and P, we
have:












where p is the pitch of the original projected fringe.
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The right-most side of Equation 3.8 indicates the continuous phase distri-
bution during the unwrapping along the image width with an off-set phase
distribution at the projector frame Φ′′O. Finally, depth of point P is summarized
in Equation 3.9 by substituting Equations 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 into Equation 3.8.
z =[
1 + c1Φ + (c2 + c3Φ)x
′
B + (c4 + c5Φ)y
′
















do + d1Φ + (d2 + d3Φ)x
′
B + (d4 + d5Φ)y
′















Since (x′B, y′B) is directly related to the pixel intensity collected by the camera,
zP can be rewritten as in Equation 3.16. The coefficients c(1−11) and d(0−11)
include parameters such as xA, yA, zA, xC , yC , zC , xO′, yO′, zO′, xO′′, yO′′, zO′′,α, β,
γ, θ, φ, ψ, p, and ΦO′′.
3.3.5.2 Camera Parameter Optimization
The calibration to determine c(1−11) and d(0−11) is performed using a similar
procedure as in [110] with a flat checkerboard or circular pattern calibration
board. The calibration board is translated and rotated to a number of posi-
tions and tilting angles to cover the imaging volume of interest. The purpose
is to minimize the difference of z in Equation 3.9 and the transformed height
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zmn at each control point on the calibration board at multiple positions and
angles (Equation 3.11). The first board position is defined as the reference
plane where the height is zero. From the calibrated extrinsic parameters, each
control point n at each position m in physical world frame is transformed to
corresponding point (Xc,mn, Yc,mn, Zc,mn) in camera frame. Since the physical
world coordinate of each control point on the checkerboard is known, and the
control points on the camera coordinate can be computed from feature detec-
tion (edge detection, ellipse fitting method), the initial camera parameters are
computed, the virtual reference plane (zero plane) is determined by fitting a
planar equation (with parameter (A,B,C) in Equation 3.10) to all the points
(Xc,1n, Yc,1n, Zc,1n) for the first checkerboard position. The height of other point
at other position (Xc,mn, Yc,mn, Zc,mn) with respect to the virtual reference plane
is calculated using Equation 3.10.
zmn =
AXc,mn +BYc,mn + CZc,mn + 1√
A2 +B2 + C2
(3.10)






(z − zmn)2, (3.11)
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where m is each calibration position, k is the number of board positions used
for the calibration, n is each calibration control point, and l is the number of
control points on the calibration board.
3.3.6 Geometric Reconstruction using Structured
Illumination Technique
As demonstrated from governing equation 3.9, 3D reconstruction using SI method
utilizes the relation between camera parameters and phase (unwrapped) infor-
mation, 3D reconstruction using a structured illumination method is based on
relations between a wrapped phase from the captured fringes on the sample.
The projected fringe set is composed of multiple vertical, phase-shifted sinu-
soidal fringe wave Ii generated by the Equation 3.12:








where Io is the intensity modulation amplitude, (u, v) is the spatial pixel in-
dices, δ is the shifted phase, f is the fringe number, and w is the pattern width.
In this prototype setup, f = {1, 4, 12, 36} and δi = {0,±π/2, 3π/4}. A defined
fringe number is set uniquely for 3D imaging of tissue samples for a smooth
reconstruction, for a lower accuracy with sample of relatively flat with little to
no tissue gap, a lower number for the last value of f such as f = {1, 3, 12} with
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shifted phase of δi = {0,±/2π/3} can be used, reducing the number of projected
fringe from 16 to 9, hence, increasing the system speed.
The fringed patterns are sequentially projected onto the sample surface,
resulting in a collection of fringed images. A wrapped phase of each fringe
number is calculated using the conventional four-step phase shift method [111]
as given by Equation 3.13.
tan [Φw(u, v)] =
I4(u, v)− I2(u, v)
I1(u, v)− I3(u, v)
, (3.13)
where w indicates wrapped phase, and I(1−4) represents the intensity of four
shifted image of each f number.
Because of the periodic structured patterns of the fringes, the phase map at
each pixel point is restrained to a principal range, creating phase discontinuity
for high frequency fringes. Hence, phase-unwrapping is necessary to compute
the absolute phase values. The phase unwrapping is formulated in Equation
3.15 from the relation of the current and the previous unwrapped phase in-
formation from the previous frequency. The lowest frequency patterns has a
single fringe in it, which makes its unwrapped phase identical to the wrapped
phase (Equation 3.14). Other higher frequency patterns have the unwrapped
phase distribution defined from the unwrapped phase distribution of the pre-
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vious frequency as in Equation 3.15.
Φuw1 (u, v) = Φ
w
1 (u, v), (3.14)
Φuwn (u, v) = Φ
w









where the operator 〈•〉 denotes the argument rounding to the closest integer,
the superscript uw means ”unwrapped”, f represents fringe frequency as ex-
plained in Equation 3.12, and n = {2, 3, 4} is the nth frequency of the fringes.
The out-of-plane depth z at each pixel index (u, v) is a function of the un-
wrapped phase, and it is written as:
z =
1 + c1Φ + (c2 + c3Φ)u+ (c4 + c5Φ)v + (c6 + c7Φ)u
2 + (c8 + c9Φ)v
2 + (c10 + c11Φ)uv
do + d1Φ + (d2 + d3Φ)u+ (d4 + d5Φ)v + (d6 + d7Φ)u2 + (d8 + d9Φ)v2 + (d10 + d11Φ)uv
,
(3.16)
where c(1−11), d(0−11) are constants determined by geometrical and other rele-
vant parameters (as discussed in Section 3.3.5), Φ is the unwrapped phase
distribution. The second-order terms of u and v are adopted for the purpose of
accuracy enhancement in practice.
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3.3.7 Optical Characteristics of the System
The optical performance of the system is evaluated based on its depth of field
(DOF), field of view (FOV), along with the axial and lateral resolutions within
the DOF area.
3.3.7.1 Depth of Field and Axial Resolution
To determine the DOF, the FOV and the axial resolution of the imaging sys-
tem, we use a DOF Target (DOF 5-15, Edmund Optics, York, UK) with a 45◦
inclination surface and on-surface line pair ruler for height variation indica-
tion. To mitigate the specular reflection from the projector light on the target
surface, the target base is moved 10 mm away from the distal end of the two
endoscopes. The system’s DOF is measured by the region with high inten-
sity contrast within the red segment (Figure 3.11). The intensity of the ruler
marker between mark 15 mm and mark 45 mm shown in Figure 3.11 indicates
the highest contrast occurs between 15 mm to 35 mm. Hence, reconstructed
sample within 20 mm in height gives the best height accuracy.
To evaluate the system accuracy across the FOV, the distal error between
the 3D reconstructed DOF target and a synthesized fit plane is calculated in 4
rotational directions (Figures 3.12, 3.13, 3.14). The distal error is the mean µ
(Equation 3.17) and standard deviation σ (Equation 3.18) of all binned xyz dis-
tances d between the reconstructed 3D point clouds fpc(x, y, z) to the fit plane
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Figure 3.11: Bright-field image of the DOF target (Left) with relative intensity
profile (Right) along the region within the red segment (from marker 15 mm to
marker 45 mm on the target surface).
ffit(x, y, z) (Equation 3.19). Binning distance, selected with a binning width, is
the ratio of the total data range along the inclination direction (along the y-axis
in Figures 3.13, 3.16, 3.17, for example) over the square root of the total num-
ber of data points. The synthesized fit plane is calculated using the maximum
likelihood estimation method in MATLAB R2017b, Computer Vision System
ToolboxTM with a maximum allowed distance from the data inlier points to the
fit plane of 5 µm and a maximum allowed absolute angular distance between
the normal vector of the fit plane and the reference orientation of 3◦. Because
the planar geometry of the DOF target is known and is 45◦ inclination, the
reference orientation is the principal direction (principal component) in which
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the majority of data points vary. To attain the system performance in tissue re-
construction, the distal error is also calculated with biological samples draped













|di − µ|2 (3.18)
d = |fpc(x, y, z)− ffit(x, y, z)| , (3.19)
3.3.7.2 Lateral resolution
To assess the lateral resolution of the system, we image a 1951 USAF glass
slide resolution target under a broad band xenon light source as shown in Fig-
ure 3.15. The bright circle appeared in Figure 3.15(a) is the reflection of the
ring light from the endoscopic distal end on the target glass surface. The target
is located within the DOF of the system and is about 3 cm away from the dis-
tal end of the endoscope. From the reflection image in Figure 3.15(a) and the
contrast profile in Figure 3.15(b), the best resolution of the system is located
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(a) DOF target with chosen Left, Middle
and Right regions of interest for 3D error
assessment in Figure 3.13.
(b) The corresponding depth map of the DOF sur-
face with depth color bar in millimeters.
Figure 3.12: DOF height map. Camera exposure is set at 20 ms/fringed image.
The color map denotes height measurements from the reference zero plane—
farthest from the distal end of the scope—to the closest plane from the distal
end of the scope.
in Group 3, Element 2 or Element 3 in horizontal axis (X2, X3 regions) and in
Group 3, Element 3 in vertical axis (Y region), therefore, the lateral resolution
of the system is 49.61 µm.
3.3.8 System Sensitivity in 3D Tissue Reconstruction
3.3.8.1 Experimental Procedure
The 3D tissue reconstruction is conducted using biological samples such as
porcine skin and intestinal tissue. Porcine skin samples (purchased from lo-
cal shop) with removed excess fat layers was preserved in salt cure (Hormel
Foods, Austin, Minnesota). Porcine intestine samples (Animal Technologies,
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Figure 3.13: (a-c) 3D point cloud population of Left, Middle and Right regions
(Marked as red ROIs in Figure 3.12(a). Color bar displays height in millime-
ters. The plots are viewed along the 45◦ angle surface of the DOF target. The
fit plane is calculated as the best fit of the collected point cloud population. (d-f)
3D precision of the Left, Middle and Right regions with blue middle lines refer-
ring to distal means between 3D point clouds to the fit plane, the blue shaded
region indicating the standard deviation of distal error.
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Figure 3.14: 3D precision in 4 directions as described in the inset along the
x-axis (X in red and XR in green) and along the y-axis (Y in blue and YR in
magenta). The gray boundary box indicates a distal error constraint between
-0.5 mm to 0.5 mm.
Tyler, Texas) were prepared by washing out all the biological waste from inside
of the tissue, and cut into 6-inch-long segments. Prepared samples of skin and
intestine were then rinsed using a pressure washer and preserved in vacuum
sealing safe bags at -20oC (Sheikh Zayed Institute for Pediatric Surgical In-
novation, Children’s National Health System, Washington, D.C.). Prior to the
imaging process, the tissues were thawed to room temperature and used for
the following imaging tests:
1. 3D reconstruction of sample with different thickness levels: Small intes-
tine and skin samples were cut into 5x10 cm2 flaps and draped onto the
DOF target surface. 3D images are collected to compute the depth er-
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(a) Bright-field raw image of the USAF 1951 target captured by the
system described in 3.8 (Left) and a zoom-out image of the region focused
on Group 3.
(b) Intensity profile along X2, X3 and Y regions indicated in
3.15(a).
Figure 3.15: Lateral resolution of the system validated using a USAF 1951
target, indicating lateral resolution of about 49.61 µm (Group 3, Element 3).
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ror with similar analysis method as described in Section 3.3.7.1 (Figure
3.16). The test is extended to imaging tissue with the same thickness
under different sensor exposure (Figure 3.17).
2. 3D reconstruction of sample with different pigmentation levels: A mix-
ture of small and big intestines with natural pigmentation was fixed on
a Styrofoam platform inside a petri dish. A video stream of the 3D in-
testinal map was recorded as the disc was translated (Figure 3.18). Other
dynamic and static human mouth cavity and bone cadaver are also im-
aged for 3D surface reconstruction (Figure 3.19).
3. 3D reconstruction of sample in clinical intestinal anastomosis setting: A
porcine small intestine was transversally cut and four stay sutures were
placed to expose the two intestinal lumens in a diamond shape as in Fig-
ures 3.20 and 3.21, with two placement sutures close to the mesenteric
and anti-mesenteric corners of the lumen, and two additional sutures are
in the middle, similar to a standard clinical staging technique for an end-
to-end bowel anastomosis scenario [112]. All stay sutures were suspended
and multiple running stitches were performed. 3D measurements was
recorded as video stream when surgical tools and suture lines were intro-
duced.
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3.3.8.2 Result
In Test 1, two tissue samples of small intestine with mean thickness of 0.497
mm and skin tissue with mean thickness of 3.490 mm. The thickness mea-
surements were done using a caliper ruler. Both samples were imaged for 3D
collection with the same camera exposure of 40 ms/fringed image. The depth
maps shown in Figure 3.16 indicate the inclination of the DOF target’s surface,
in addition to the homogeneous texture on the skin compared to inhomoge-
neous texture in intestine. The thinner intestine tissue yields a distal error of
0.5 mm standard deviation, which is lower than in thicker skin tissue depth,
with standard deviation of about 1 mm in distal error. The distal error mag-
nitude jumps in the intestine sample between 10 mm and 15 mm in Figure
3.16(e) is due to the excess tissue protrusion at the right edge of the target.
When the thickness is small (tissue is almost transparent), the average distal
error is less than in the thicker tissue. An explanation is due to the higher
contrast of the projected fringe onto the sample surface. The higher contrast
of the vertical fringes creates a smooth phase distribution, therefore, increases
depth reconstruction performance.
To improve tissue imaging sensitivity, either LED illumination power or
camera exposure is increased. In this circumstance, camera exposure is in-
creased due to hardware limitation of the LED power and the endoscopic op-
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Figure 3.16: (a, b) Bright field reflection images of a DOF target covered by
intestine (Top) and skin flaps (Bottom). (c, d) The corresponding depth map
with a depth color bar in millimeters. Camera exposure is set at 40 ms/fringed
image. (e, f) 3D precision with mean and standard deviation of the distance
from reconstructed point cloud to the fit plane. Blue middle line indicates mean
distance between 3D point clouds to the fit plane, and the blue shaded region
refers to the standard deviation of the distal error.
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Figure 3.17: (a, b, c) Bright field reflection images of a DOF target covered
by intestine at different camera exposure of 20 ms (Top), 30 ms (Middle) and
40 ms (Bottom). (d, e, f) The corresponding depth map with depth color bar
in millimeters. (g, h, i) 3D precision with mean and standard deviation of
the distance from point cloud to the fit plane. Blue middle line shows mean
distance, and the blue shaded region marks the standard deviation of the distal
errors.
tical transmittance property. In Figure 3.17, distal error is evaluated using
collected images of the small intestinal segment with different camera expo-
sures of 20 ms, 30 ms and 40 ms. The higher sensor exposure, the more photon
counts is gathered, thus, more 3D data points are collected, therefore the error
variation in the case of intestinal 3D is reduced from around 0.8 mm to 0.5 mm
with imaging exposure time is increased from 20 ms to 40 ms.
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(a) Digital color image of the intestinal
sample for 3D scanning in Figure 3.18(b).
The sample consists of smaller to larger
intestines with different tissue pigmenta-
tion and thickness. The scanning area is
within the yellow boundary, with the scan-
ning direction from left to right along the
red arrow. The green region shows a demon-
strated frame for the 3D depth still im-
age excerpts extracted from Figure 3.18(b).
Ruler unit is in millimeters.
(b) Still image excerpts from video record-
ings of the depth map scanning (Green ROI
in Figure 3.18(a)) along the yellow region in
Figure 3.18(a). Camera exposure is set at 33
ms/fringed image.
Figure 3.18: Height map translational scanning of an intestinal pile with dif-
ferent pigmentation. The depth color bar in Figure 3.18(b) is in millimeters.
Video is at 5X speed and can be viewed online 1
.
In Test 2 (Figure 3.18), 3D reconstruction performance on biological tissue
is evaluated in video mode. A mixture of porcine intestines on a translated
platform was set to mimic a realistic anastomosis scenario. The green region
of interest (ROI) in Figure 3.18(a) (Green ROI) is scanned along the red arrow,
and within the yellow boundary. The depth map of the scanned ROI indicates
thickness variations of the intestinal mixture.
In Test 3, an ex-vivo experiment with the end-to-end anastomosis in porcine
1https://doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.23.5.056009.1
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Figure 3.19: 3D reconstruction of human sample.
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bowel tissue is conducted in video mode (Figures 3.20 and 3.21). The detection
of small feature such as suture line, and tissue deformity and the metallic sur-
gical tweezers at a reasonable speed in a clinically relevant setting shows the
feasibility of the system in clinical application. Similar to previous depth im-
ages, a depth ruler within 0 mm to 35 mm is used to display depth profile from
the zero-reference plane to the interested sample depth. Therefore, when the
surgical tool is presented (Figure 3.20(a)), part of the tool closer to the distal
end of the scope is out of the interested depth range and therefore that depth
was not displayed. The depth reconstruction records a dense point cloud distri-
bution across the tissue surface without data ”holes”, which are often collected
with little to no texture surface (3D stereoscopic reconstruction).
Figure 3.21 details more features of the end-to-end intestinal sample. For
example, the middle tissue section detects flap features marked in red point
clouds in Figure 3.21 (Top row). In Figure 3.21 (Bottom row), the three suture
lines are segmented based on intensity thresholding and marked in red. An
average height of 0.726± 0.0075 mm above the baseline is recorded, comparing
to a real height of suture line of 0.723 ± 0.022 mm measured by a caliper.
2Link to Video 3.20(a): https://doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.23.5.056009.2.
3Link to Video 3.20(b): https://doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.23.5.056009.3.
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(a) Still image excerpts from video record-
ings of the depth map of the anastomosis
setup without looping sutures. Forceps are
used to show a simple typical tool manipula-
tion during the 3D recording.
(b) Still image excerpts from video record-
ings of the depth map of the anastomosis
setup with looping suture lines.
Figure 3.20: Height map of anastomosis setup. Camera exposure is set at 33
ms/fringed image. Video is at 5x speed. Videos can be viewed online 2, 3.
3.3.9 Lessons Learned
By using structured illumination technique, the system is able to reconstruct a
dense 3D point cloud distribution for tissue samples. In contrast to techniques
such as ToF and plenoptics imaging, the SI 3D system yields higher quantified
depth sensitivity in pigmented sample. Moreover, the system offers hardware
flexibility into endoscopic setting with different magnification and DOF with
other focusing lens and fringe design parameters, without a dedicated micro-
lens array fabrication as in plenoptic, or low 3D accuracy as in ToF. Further-
more, the SI 3D system maintains dense point cloud distribution for robotic
navigation and surgical planning, with no or little data “holes” compared to
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Figure 3.21: (a, b) Bright field reflection images of intestinal anastomosis at
a camera exposure time of 33 ms without (Top row) and with looping sutures
(Bottom row). (c, d) The corresponding depth map with depth color bar in mil-
limeters. (e, f) The corresponding 3D point cloud distribution with segmented
tissue fold and suturing stitches marked in red points.
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stereoscopy or other hybrid laser dot-like structure illumination. Finally, the
compact design of the demonstrated system utilizes a low power LED illumi-
nation, and can be mounted on another surgical robotic arm.
The residue fringes and motion artifacts observed in video streaming mode
is directly related to the speed of the imaging system. Fortunately, the dom-
inant tissue motion that we encounter for abdominal operation is a slow and
periodic motion resulted from patient breathing. Therefore, the current ac-
quisition speed does not pose a significant issue. However, it does introduce
relative position error for faster motion and can only be corrected if the speed
is improved.
The system speed of 1.57 fps is mainly due to high number of projected
fringes when performing 3D reconstruction and the camera sensitivity for tis-
sue imaging. Moreover, the scopic transmission is measured to be around 40%
using a collimated laser diode at 532 nm. For LEDs installed in the projector
optical chamber, this transmission drops to around 7% due to the high angle
dispersion (0.8 mW at the distal end, compared to 12 mW at the proximal end).
Faster acquisition time can be achieved by 1) increasing light delivery through-
put in both illumination and imaging scopes by installing higher LED power,
or increasing the scope diameter. Replacing the current scopes with two identi-
cal 10-mm scopes can increase the 3D reconstruction to about 6.25 fps, with 10
ms for each fringed image under the same system hardware and image resolu-
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tion. 2) Reducing the projection fringe number to a desirable number without
scarifying the accuracy.
The demonstrated 3D imaging system provides enough structural informa-
tion to reconstruct homogeneous surfaces of the intestines without the use of
additional markers. The separation between the imaging and illumination
scopes is within 12o, therefore, a dual access port or a single access port of
about 12 mm diameter for the two 4-mm scopes is required for a 40-mm inser-
tion depth. Several designs of a compact endoscopic system with dual endo-
scope assembly aim to reduce the insert port housing by using smaller endo-
scope, flexible fiberscope, or with angle prisms and angle fixation mechanism
has been proposed [103].
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While propagating through tissue, photons of different spectral illumination
interact randomly with chemical chromophores through absorption and scat-
tering effects. In addition, reflected photons carry distinguishing spectral sig-
natures of different chromophore rotations and translation movements. An-
alyzing these signatures reveal the distribution of each chromophore compo-
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nent; therefore, highlighting features that a broadband bright light can not
distinguish. Multi-spectral imaging in the medical field has been widely ap-
plied to highlight chemical concentrations within chromophore mixtures, such
as for tissue classification for burn evaluation [113], for contamination quan-
tification [114], or to monitor hemoglobin chemical temporal distribution for
ischemia monitoring and other blood flowmetry calculation [115–117]. The
motivation is to explore multiple tissue-related parameter extraction through
spectral imaging modalities in free space and in endoscopic housing, for a safe
surgical strategic planning and diagnostic.
My contributions entail designing and building a multi-spectral imaging
system integrated in free space with an endoscopic housing to conduct specific
spectral analysis to extract tissue-related parameters for perfusion monitoring,
such as the tissue thickness, tissue types, blood vessels and oxygen saturation.
The work proposed in this section results in publications in [118,119]
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4.2 First Prototype: Open-space Multispectral
Imaging System
4.2.1 System Contributions
The goal of this system is used to evaluate the ischemic condition of an in-vivo
porcine model during an open-field surgery. The system utilizes spectral com-
ponent analysis between signature spectral peaks of different chromophores
inside the tissue to deduce tissue information such as the percentage of oxy-
genate saturation, tissue types and thickness variations.
4.2.2 System Setup
The imaging system as depicted in Figure 4.1 consists of a broad-band halogen
light source that is coupled through a rotational filter wheel, which sequen-
tially switches between three bandpass filters with central wavelengths at 540
nm, 560 nm and 580 nm and a bandwidth of 10 nm (FB540-10, FB560-10,
FB580-10, Thorlabs, New Jersey). The rotation is controlled by applying an
electric current to the filter wheel and rotating unit stopping at each filter lo-
cation for image capturing within its desired exposure time. The filtered light
is then coupled into a light-guided fiber and a slit-ring to illuminate the object.
The spectral light reflects from the tissue surface and is focused on a CMOS de-
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Figure 4.1: Open-space multispectral imaging setup.
vice (acA2000-50gmNIR, Basler, Pennsylvania, USA) through an imaging lens
(Fujinon HF 12.5 SA-1, Phoenix Imaging Ltd., Michigan, USA). A set of cross
polarizers and an analyzer are installed in front of the slit-ring light and the
imaging lens, respectively, to reduce the effect of Fresnel specular reflection
from the tissue surface.
The system is installed on a rotational NOGA arm fixed on a side table next
to a clinical bench bed. To minimize motion artifacts, the sample is laid on a
3D printed tray located within the depth of field of the imaging lens (about 6
cm away from the slit-ring light surface)
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4.2.3 Experimental Procedures and Result
The system is evaluated using two in-vivo porcine perfusion monitoring exper-
iments performed in a clinical room.
4.2.3.1 Tissue Classification
Different tissue types such as blood vessel, messentery and intestinal thick-
ness variation are critical factors to locate a safe anastomosis suture for an
autonomous surgical robot, or simply to suggest a suturing map of the surgical
site for human surgeon. Thickness variation requires photon optical penetra-
tion from a wide wavelength range, and blood vessel with strong hemoglobin
absorption shows up within 540-600 nm. Therefore, additional bandpass filters
with central wavelengths at 470 nm, 600 nm and 760 nm (FB470-10, FB600-
40, FB760-10, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA) are added to the filter wheel from
the system described in Sew 4.2.2.
A spectral analysis method such as the spectral angle mapper (SAM) [114]
is used to extract thickness variation based on the reflected photon accumula-
tion on the sensor. Knowledge of the tissue optical properties such as absop-
tion, scattering and anisotropy factor can numerically simulate the amount of
photons reflected from a ballistic beam geometry [120]. SAM is a supervised
spectral analysis technique that specifies spectral similarity of each pixel to a
known reference spectra by calculating the angle between two spectra accord-
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ing to Equation 4.1, treating the spectra as vectors in an n dimensional space
defined by n reference spectral bands [121, 122]. The smaller the angle, the













The threshold used to determine a pixel endmember depends on the defini-
tion of maximum angle, which is the maximum acceptable angle that a pixel is
verified as an endmember. The parameters for SAM are chosen to yield up to
2 or 3 endmembers for number of thickness variations to be extracted, and the
default maximum angle is kept at 0.1 radian (5.7o) for full classification.
Global threshold is used in this study to maintain the consistency of the
SAM results on the same materials within the imaging view, the effect of local
threshold for each material in a complex structure will be studied in the future.
The reference endmember collection used for angle computation was imported
from the predefined ROI as user inputs for an estimated thickness on the sam-
ple. The outcome of SAM is an image with color-coded pixels where the number
of colors represents the number of endmembers.
Several porcine small and big intestinal samples with mesentary folds (Fig-
ure 4.2) and with thickness variations (Figure 4.3) are used to validate our
system and method. The results in Figure 4.2 shows different tissue types
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Figure 4.2: Tissue type segmentation result using SAM method to classify
mesentery, messentery ridges and small intestine. (Top) Spectral images at
each filtered illumination. (Middle) SAM endmember results. (Bottom) End-
member summation.
such as the small intestine layer and the mesentary features are classified in
separate endmembers and can be overlayed for visualization in red, green and
blue, respectively. Similarly, the spectral difference between thin and thick
tissue in big intestinal sample (Figure 4.3) can be deduced and contribute to
tissue thickness classification. The thickness variation is consistent with the
MicroCT slice scanning measurements.
Moreover, spectral analysis allows other tissue parameters such as tissue
boundary (or bite size which is the area near tissue edge suitable for suturing),
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Figure 4.3: Tissue thickness segmentation result using SAM method on big
and small intestine sample with corresponding microCT thickness compar-
isons. (Top) Combined spectral images from 441 nm, 508 nm and 670 nm spec-
tral images. (Middle) SAM endmember results. Green indicating thinner layer
and red indicates thicker layer. (Bottom) MicroCT image with representative
thickness measurements.
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Figure 4.4: Suture map and suture placement recommendations.
blood vessels and thickness variation can be combined and covoluted to create
a suture suggestion map (Figure 4.4) for safe and autonomous suture guidance
[119].
4.2.3.2 Tissue Perfusion Measurement
Tissue perfusion through oxygen saturation is a common measurement for
early detection of blood supply restriction causing oxygen shortage in tissue,
i.e. ischemia. The oxygen saturation SO2 (Equation 4.3) is calculated based
on the absorption ratio collected at hemoglobin spectral distinguished peaks
at 540 nm, 560 nm and 580 nm. The absorption calculation is based on the
modified Beer-Lambert Law (Equation 4.2) with assumptions that the exposed
intestinal sample is with no scattering variations across the three wavelength,
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)) = εHbO(λ)[HbO] + εHbR(λ)[HbR] (4.2)
where Io(λ) is the reflected intensity of a white standard at each wavelength
(>98% reflectivity), I(λ) is the reflected intensity of the sample at each wave-
length, Id(λ) is the reflected intensity of dark ambient light, ε is the known mo-
lar extinction coefficient [123] and [.] is the concentration of each hemoglobin
chemicals. The oxygen saturation measurement is computed by the ratio of the
oxygenated hemoglobin [HbO] and total hemoglobin [HbT] as in Equation 4.3.




Two preliminary experiments for perfusion monitoring such as through blood
occlusion via mesentary clamping and through different suturing spacing and
tension are discussed in Sections 4.2.3.2.1 and 4.2.3.2.2.
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4.2.3.2.1 Tissue Perfusion during Mesentery Occlusion
The purpose of this experiment was to verify the sensitivity of the system
to capture oxygenation differentiation before, during, and after the blood sup-
ply was occluded. A segment of small intestine was selected randomly and
positioned on the designated platform as indicated in Figure 4.5 while it is
still connected with the pig’s bowel. The tissue segment is imaged at 3 states:
its original state, after the mesentery is clamped for 5 minutes, and after the
clamp is released (twelve minutes after the initial state).
The result of perfusion, indicated in Figure 4.5, shows that there is about
30% oxygenation reduction from the initial state to the occlusion state. At the
re-perfusion state, the oxygenation increases about 15%. This observation is
consistent with the measurements from [124].
4.2.3.2.2 Tissue Perfusion with Different Suturing Spacing and
Tension Setting
Influence of distance between interrrupted sutures and suture tension was
studied on murine through histology [125] and porcine models through flowme-
try imaging [126] before and after suture healing. The goal of this experiment
is to study the affect of suturing spacing and tension on perfusion across the
suture line within 20 minute after the suturing. Two sets of suture spacings
(2 mm and 4 mm) and tension (0.5 N and 1.5 N) are used to perform looping
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(a) Initial state. Saturated oxygenation of the intestine.
(b) Masentary occlusion. Saturated oxygenation after clamping the masen-
tary vessels for 5 minutes.
(c) Re-perfusion. Saturated oxygenation after un-clamping.
Figure 4.5: Perfusion monitoring of intestinal condition on an alive porcine
model. Colorbar unit is in percentage.
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suture on a cut perpendicular to the intestine length (Figure 4.7). The in-vivo
experiments were performed on an alive pig and the sample was imaged right
after the suturing and 20 min after suturing using the imaging setup indicated
in Figure 4.1.
To quantify the oxygen saturation in part, three tissue segments on the left,
right and cut-line (with sutures) (Figure 4.8) are segmented based on convolu-
tion between the intensity thresholding of total hemoglobin concentration HbT
and the total hemoglobin HbT measurement.
The SO2 measurements of the three segments are summarized in Figure
4.9. From 0 to 20 min after suturing, perfusion reduction happens more ap-
parent and consistent across the three segments with higher suture spacing (4
mm) in both tension strengths. With lower suture spacing (2 mm), blood leak-
age through suture holes create noise in blood perfusion in the cut-line region.
This high leakage is confirmed with leak pressure test shown in Table 4.1,
where the intestine is submerged inside a water tank, with air pumped into
the lumen body. The leakage pressure in psi is the maximum pressure when
air bubbles are observed inside the water tank. Small change in SO2 of 2-3%
was recorded in the middle cut-line in cases of higher tension (1.5 N), and less
than 2% reduction of SO2 in lower tension (0.5 N), indicating flow across the
cut-line is not apparent within 20 min monitoring. The SO2 levels are higher in
the cut-line segment compared to the left and right segments, and the increase
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(a) Suturing frame (Spacing a is set to 2 mm or to 4 mm).
(b) Running suturing stitches on intestinal tissue using
the designed frame, (c) The sutured tissue is flattened for
imaging.
Figure 4.6: Sample preparation with the designed looping stitches using the
suturing frame.
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Figure 4.7: Perfusion monitoring with multiple suturing and tension settings.
Colorbar unit is in percentage.
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Figure 4.8: Tissue segmentation into LEFT, CUT-LINE, and RIGHT regions
for perfusion plots in Figure 4.9.
of SO2 at the cut-line segment in case of 2-mm spacing, 0.5-N tension indicates
measurement error from the HbO coverage when blood leakage through the su-
ture holes and combined with oxygen when exposing to air. The higher leakage
in smaller spacing than in larger spacing can be counter-intuitive in the case
of suturing of live tissue where the tissue flexibility is still withstand. In this
cadaver tissue, we notice higher leak in smaller spacing may due to two reason:
1) The cadaver tissue does not maintain its stretch and is torn with the suture
needle when a tension is applied; 2) Smaller spacing creates higher number of
suture holes.
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Figure 4.9: Perfusion monitoring within LEFT, CUT-LINE, and RIGHT re-
gions with multiple suturing and tension settings.
4.2.4 Lessons Learned
The open space multispectral imaging setup provides a non-invasive imaging
method for determination of multiple tissue-related information such as tis-
sue types with different pigmentations and density, thickness variations and
ischemia condition. For higher order of chemical composition of the tissue, the





Table 4.1: Leak pressure test of the sutured intestinal tissue with multiple
spacing and tension forces.
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spectral illumination should match the spectral signature peaks of the inter-
ested chemicals. Either the use of sequential filtering like in this system or
with a variable wavelength filter module such as a spectrograph in front of the
collecting sensor can be used [114]. The system hardware should accommodate
the tissue pigmentation for an adequate reflected photon counts for a low noise
reading of the segmentation result.
4.3 Second Prototype: Multispectral Imaging
Endoscope for Minimally Invasive Surgery
4.3.1 System Contribution
The multispectral hardware and analysis setting is adapted into endoscopy
to assist tissue extract for minimally invasive robotic surgery. This involves
light delivery coupled into an endoscopic light port. In addition, smaller op-
tics requires higher restriction in numerical aperture (NA) and light through-
put. Therefore, in this system, we improve the speed by replacing mechanical
switching between filtered lights to electronic switching from three LEDs. The
system is integrated with the 3D VIS-NIR endoscope setup detailed in Section
5.4 for surgical planning surgeries.
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4.3.2 System Setup
The imaging system for calculating SO2 levels consists of three identical LED
chips (Lime LED, SP-01-L1, Luxeon Star LEDs, Alberta, Canada) with mounted
focusing lens to confine the high order beams (Carclo 8o, Luxeon Star LEDs, Al-
berta, Canada). An optical coupling system described in Section 4.3.4 to couple
LED light to a trifurcated light fiber (77536, Newport Corporation, MA, USA).
Three bandpass filter with central wavelengths at 540 nm, 560 nm and 580 nm
similar to the system in Section 4.2.2 is used to narrow the illuminated spectra
and avoid the overlapped between the adjacent filter bandwidths. Light after
the trifurcated probe is index matching to the light port of the surgical rod-lens
through an refractive index matching fluid (F-IMF-105, Newport Corporation,
MA, USA). The system is integrated with other multimodal imaging system
for automating surgical planning in minimally invasive robotic surgeies (Fig-
ure 4.10).
4.3.3 PCB Design for 3D-Perfusion Mode Control
The synchronization circuit is designed with four operating modes for the pur-
pose of collecting images from the camera is synchronized with the projector
triggering for only 3D reconstruction and display (Mode 1), for only SO2 cal-
culation and display (Mode 2), or for a sequential collection and calculation
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Figure 4.10: Multispectral imaging setup integrated with other multimodal
imaging setup for MIS (used in Section 5.4).
for 3D and SO2 (Mode 3 and Mode 4). The camera is triggered with the pro-
jector to collect images within the triggering period, except in Mode 4 when
the camera exposure is extended into 2 projector trigger (for a higher reflected
photon count with darker sample). The PCB design is displayed in Figure 4.11
with high-performance electrically erasable programable logic device (Atmel
ATF22LV10CQZ) to control the trigger count and duration with 4 main out-
put signals (one to the camera and three to the LED control). The inputs of
the PCB are to deliver suitable power and grounds to the LEDs (24 V), the
microchip and other logical gates (5 V). An OSC output of the PCB is for the
oscilloscope reference and checking purpose. RS is the trigger reset, which is
switch every time restart a mode. An example of combined 3D-SO2 measure-
ments such as Mode 3 is display in Figure 4.12. Three other switches S1, S2
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Figure 4.11: Mode switching mechanism and PCB architecture design.
and S3 are to switch between the Mode. For example, to go to Mode 3, S1 = 1,
S3 = 0.
4.3.4 Optical Coupling Assembly from LED to Light
Delivery Fiber Bundle
The optical assembly to couple the LED chip to the trifurcated light fiber is
done using two aspheric condenser lenses (L1: ACL7560U-A and L2: ACL4532U-
A, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA). The geometric of the optical component is sim-
ulated and optimized using Zemax to match the NA of the light fiber (Figure
4.13). The optical sketch shows ray tracing from the LED source through the
optical asembly with two detector views, one after the LED focusing optics (D1)
and another at the fiber detector location (D2). The total power focusing circle
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Figure 4.12: An example of system synchronization using Mode 3.
to the fiber contains 40% concentration to the total energy at D2 plane, and
contains 80% total power in the detector plane D2
4.3.5 Experimental Procedures and Result
The system is validated using bovine blood phantom (Lampire Biological Labo-
ratoies, Piperville, PA) with sodium dithionite powder (157953, Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO) for two degrees of deoxygenations. The blood phantom is
dropped on a flat white paper and the topical surface of a small intestine sam-
ple. Prior to the sample imaging, the same imaging setting was used to image
a white reflectance standard. The result in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 shows the
distinguish SO2 levels between two states. In the blood phantom on white
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Figure 4.13: Simulated layout and the power view after the LED (D1) and at
the fiber focusing plane (D2).
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Figure 4.14: Oxygen saturation measurement of blood phantom. Colorbar
unit is in percentage.
surface (Figure 4.14), SO2 is 73.671±5.684 % for the oxygenated blood and
SO2 is 58.26±5.165 % for the de-oxygenated blood within the selected ROI
coverage. The SO2 change on the tissue is within 83.286±5.748 % within
the oxygenated blood (O ROI) indicating higher oxygen concentration than in
the de-oxygenated blood (D ROI) with SO2 of 61.11±7.192 %, when the total
hemoglobin coverage can be seen in HbT image. This preliminary data shows
the relative reduction of SO2 with an amount of sodium dithionite powder ad-
dition to the oxygenated blood phantom. More experiments to calibrate and
compare this relative measurements to a calibrated oxygen saturation reading
from arterial and veneous blood can be done using blood gas analyzer [127,128].
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Figure 4.15: Total hemoglobin and oxygen saturation measurement of blood
phantom on intestinal tissue. Colorbar unit is in percentage.
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4.3.6 Lessons Learned
An endoscopic imaging system using multispectral technique is demonstrated
on in vitro experiments with blood samples on tissue. The system facilitates fil-
tered illumination from LED and electronic synchronization using a designed
PCB control. An optical coupling assembly is determined to deliver the filtered
light from the LEDs through a 3-to-1 trifurcated probe to the light port of the
rod lens system. The dispersion of the LED in this system is high, with the
measured power after the band pass filter is 100 mW, the coupling efficiency
after the optical coupler is 50 mW, which then reduced to 5 mW after the tri-
furcated probe. The measured power at the distal end of the rigid scope is
within 2 mW. To improve the system speed, as well as the illumination power,







Reducing collateral tissue damage, along with other previously mentioned ben-
efits of minimally invasive surgery with robots, has motivated the transition to
laparoscopic surgeries [129, 130]. Laparoscopic surgical methods entail their
own challenges, however, such as limitation in the motion of surgical tools
and few visual cues of the surgical scene. Such limitations can turn simple
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tasks in open surgery to inconsistent and time-consuming tasks in laparoscopic
surgery [131]. Such simple tasks can be crucial and commonly done. Tasks for
anatomic reconstruction, such as targeting, cutting and suturing suffer from
such limitations. Current robotic systems in laparoscopic surgery use a tele-
operated control paradigm, which relies on human-related risk factors in the
surgical system. This paradigm contributes to complication rates reaching up
to 20% for general surgeries [21]. These rates could be reduced by removing
the human-related risk factors. In particular, kidney-sparing partial nephrec-
tomy (PN) and anastomosis are two examples in which the high precision and
the high repetition rate of a robot can improve surgical outcomes. Further,
due to the higher precision and reduced learning curve for surgeons, surgery
with a MIS robot with proper quantification and display of the surgical area
can reduce excisional volume loss (EVL) of healthy tissues compared to open
and conventional laparoscopic approaches. In this section, we introduce two
surgical robotic prototypes that use quantified 3D point cloud inputs in the vis-
ible and NIR to guide a surgical strategic plan for navigation while cutting and
suturing.
My contributions for the work presented in this section include the hard-
ware development of the 3D imaging endoscope from design optimization to
systemic modification for visible and NIR imaging and the imaging system-
robotic accuracy assessment during the targeting and cutting trial. My con-
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tributions also involved software development covering new algorithms to seg-
ment point clouds for fiduciary determinations and to plan a surgical strategy
on targeting phantom, kidney and suture pad samples. The work proposed in
this section resulted in publications in [132–134]
5.2 First Prototype: Surgical Robot with 3D
Imaging under Visible Illumination
5.2.1 System Contributions
In this prototype, STAR with the quantitative 3D endoscopic imaging system
discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3 are integrated to explore semi-autonomous
targeting and cutting tasks on porcine cadaver kidney tissue. The evaluation
demonstrates the system performance for autonomous visualization in con-
structing dense point cloud in highly pigmented tissue. Axial and lateral posi-
tional accuracy of the overall 3D imaging and robotic mechanical performance
are assessed via tissue targeting and cutting tasks on cadaverous kidney sam-
ples based on a programmed robotic planning planning. The evaluation process
is set within electro-surgery using a customized electro cautery tool.
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5.2.2 System Setup
The purpose of this prototype is to evaluate the system performance with the
integration of the mechanical and hardware control with the SMART robot and
the surgical tool. Therefore, the system setup incorporates three main compo-
nents: the SMART robot, the 3D imaging endoscope, and the multi-degree of
freedom electro-surgical tool.
5.2.2.1 3D Imaging Endoscope
Details of the imaging endoscopic setup and methodology are laid out and dis-
cussed in Section 3.3. The imaging system is mounted on an aluminum optical
plate (MB6, Thorlabs, New Jersey) and is attached to a NOGA rotational arm
with 7 degrees of freedom adjustments. The location and angle of the imag-
ing system in relation to the robotic arm is adjusted using a trial and error
approach, for the imaging field of view covers the motion range for the robotic
manipulation.
For each tissue imaging, the camera exposure is kept to within 30 ms to 40
ms per fringed image, leading to 1.57 fps (3D frame (or 3D set) per second).
This speed is mostly due to the high number of fringed images for precised and
continuous phase distribution. A smaller fringe number will be discussed in
the second prototype.
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(a) STAR with 3D Endoscopic System using
SI under Visible Illumination
(b) Optical component and hardware
layout of the 3D endoscopic system.
Figure 5.1: System layout of Prototype 1.
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Figure 5.2: Controlling architecture of the STAR.
5.2.2.2 Robotic System and Control Method
The STAR includes 8 joint robotic arms with 7 KUKA IIWA control joints
and one degree of freedom from the surgical tool. STAR is controlled in soft-
ware architecture layouted in Figure 5.2 with two controller inputs from the
KUKA IIWA and the surgical tool. KUKA IIWA is controlled via a ROS frame-
work [135] and the surgical tool is controlled by an Orocos Real-Time Toolkit
(RTT) framework [136] with motor controller EPOS2. Both devices (KUKA
IIWA and surgical tool) are controlled from another Orocos RTT that agglom-
erates the telemetry data, computes inverse kinematics and dispatches joint
commands to the devices. The Reflexxes motion library [137] is used to com-
pute the Cartesian trajectory coordinates.
5.2.2.3 Multi Degree of Freedom Electro Surgical Tool
The surgical tool is an adaptation of a custom two degree of freedom electro-
surgical tool [4] with the tip pressure-pushed with an insulated needle elec-
trode. The needle electrode is coupled with an electro-surgical unit (DRE Med-
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Figure 5.3: A multi degree of freedom electro surgical tool for semiau-
tonomous electrosurgery. Adaptive from [4].
ical, Louisvill, KY) and programmed with a 60-W cutting waveform for cauter-
ization on the kidney sample and maintained within 5 s to mark each position
when cauterizing the kidney sample. Figure 5.3, illustrates the CAD design
of the electro-surgical tool used for cauterization. The tool incorporates 6-axis
motor packs (DC brush motors, Maxon Motors, Sachseln, Switzerland) , a uni-
versal tool adapter, and quick release electrode holder. Two motors control the
pitch and roll of the cutting electrode. Each motor includes an encoder for pre-
cise positioning using EPOS2 controllers. Communication between the robot
and tool is though a Controller Area Network (CAN). The tool is homed by
energizing the pitch motor with current control until it reaches a hard stop.
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5.2.3 Imaging System and Robotic Control Registration
The hand-eye calibration between the imaging endoscope and the robot is achieved
by mounting a customized pointing rigid rod on the KUKA IIWA and the robot
is commanded to touch a series of fiducials (>3 points) on a defined checker-
board. These point locations being in the robot coordination (world coordinates)
are then registered to the 3D point cloud and the eye-to-hand transformation
to the camera coordination is computed by using a least squares solution [138].
In these experiments, the calibration process using 4 co-planar fiducials on the
checkerboard is performed and the hand-eye calibration takes approximately
10 minutes.
5.2.4 Experimental Procedures and Computational
Strategies for Target Localization
The accuracy tests of surgical robot under the 3D imaging visualization is sum-
marized in Figure 5.4. The 3D point cloud provided by the SI endoscopic sys-
tem are collected and analyzed by segmenting the fiduciary centroids (fiduciary
centroids are the center of mass of ink marker created for robotic targeting or
centroids of burn marker created by the robot), or extended to calculate a tra-
jectory line for robotic line cutting.
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Figure 5.4: Computational procedure for targeting and cutting accuracy tests.
5.2.4.1 Targeting Test
The targeting test is to evaluate the system positional accuracy in aiming at
planned points. The target is a kidney sample with 6 white-painted dots in
a 3x2 matrix, with 5 mm and 10 mm separations between rows and columns,
respectively (Figure 5.7). 3D point clouds of the sample are collected by the
SI endoscopic setup. Due to the high contrast difference between the fiduciary
points and the kidney background, the points are easily clustered by intensity
thresholding and k-means clustering. The centroid of each 3D fiducials are
transformed to KUKA LWR coordinates and passed to the IIWA controller. The
surgical tool is operated under cutting waveform mode with 60 W for 5 s for
each fiduciary point when the robot approaches the tissue.
The accuracy is calculated by average x-y norm distance between each phys-
ical fictional centroid to the corresponding burned mark performed by the robot.
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5.2.4.2 Cutting Test
After performing targeting task, the system is evaluated on the cutting accu-
racy on another cadaver kidney tissue. The kidney was marked at two locations
2 cm apart from each other with similar marker as in Section 5.2.4.1. After the
kidney surface point cloud is collected by the 3D SI imaging system, a trajec-
tory line using Dijkstras algorithm generates a linear surgical cutting plan for
STAR to follow. STAR then cuts along the trajectory line with a predetermined
depth of 3 mm. The depth accuracy is evaluated by measuring the average
cutting discolored mark made from electro-surgical tool in the kidney sample
to the kidney surface. The electro-cutting tool was maintained at 60-W cutting
waveform mode during the cutting length.
5.2.4.2.1 Cutting Trajectory Path and Normal Vector Calculations
The cutting trajectory and the normal vector for tool direction when moving
along the tissue surface are calculated in 5 steps:
1. Determining of fiduciary centroids. This process is similar to the fiduciary
centroids extraction discussed in Section 5.2.4.1 using intensity thresh-
olding and k-means clustering for the applied markers.
2. Post-processing of the collected point cloud for a smooth and low noise
distribution. Outlier removal was done by the statistical outlier removal
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module in Point Cloud Library and a moving least square method was
used to create a smooth point cloud distribution [139, 140]. Fiduciary
centroid locations are added in this distribution (Figure 5.5a).
3. Surface meshing reconstruction using 2D Delaunay triangulation [141]
(Figure 5.5b).
4. Calculating of cutting trajectory coordinates. Shortest distance along the
constructed data mesh between the two fiducial centroids is computed
using Dijkstras algorithm [142] (Figure 5.5c).
5. Calculating of tool orientation via normal vector determination. To en-
sure the cutting tool (end-effector) is directed normally to the surface of
the tissue, a normal vector along the cutting trajectory line is computed
using Equation 5.1 (Figure 5.5d).
~npath =
~Pnk × ~Pnn+1 + ~Pnn+1 × ~Pnm
|~Pnk × ~Pnn+1 + ~Pnn+1 × ~Pnm|
(5.1)
where ~npath is the unit normal vector along the cutting path ~Pnn+1. The average
between the cross products of vectors ~Pnk with ~Pnn+1 and ~Pnm with ~Pnn+1 forms
the normal vectors along the trajectory as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Surface reconstruction and path planning for cutting task: (a)
Post-processing of point cloud. (b) Surface creation by Delaunay triangulation.
(c) Cutting path calculation along the surface. (d) Normal vector generation
along the cutting path.
Figure 5.6: Average normal vector along the trajectory
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Table 5.1: Results of the targeting accuracy test
# Fiducial Burned Mark Error [mm]X [mm] Y [mm] X [mm] Y [mm]
1 8.94 26.43 10.38 27.45 1.76
2 20.02 27.41 22.68 30.73 4.25
3 10.13 20.65 11.86 20.21 1.78
4 21.88 20.73 24.6 22.79 3.40
5 11.42 14.83 13.18 13.43 2.25
6 23.17 13.94 26.18 13.78 3.01
5.2.5 Results
5.2.5.1 Targeting Accuracy
A digital image of the targeting result is collected for calculating the positional
error. The planned fiduciary targets denoted as T1-T6 and the burned marked
by the robot denoted as B1-B6 (Figure 5.7) and the corresponding coordinates
listed in Table 5.1. The targeting accuracy of the system is determined as
the norm distance between each T and B. Centroid location is determined by
center of mass weighted by pixel intensity of the segmented region of each
mark (intensity thresholding). The average targeting accuracy of the system
was 2.74±0.99 mm.
5.2.5.2 Cutting Accuracy
The cauterization discolors kidney tissue, leaving a means to measure thick-
ness difference between the planned cutting depth (3 mm) and the actual cut-
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Figure 5.7: Pattern of target fiducials (white) and burned marks (black) on a
cadaver porcine kidney sample for targeting accuracy assessment.
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Figure 5.8: Procedures to evaluate cutting depth accuracy: a) Slicing the kid-
ney along the cut, b) Segmenting of cut region, c) Calculating the depth via the
distance between top and bottom edges.
ting line made by the robot. Procedures to analyze the cutting depth accuracy
is described in Figure 5.8: 1) A section of the cut kidney region is dissected
using a scalpel. 2) The intensity variation of the cut section is segmented to
highlight the cut region. 3) Mean depth error is the average difference from
the segmented cut and 3 mm planned cut. The depth accuracy of the system
was found to be an average of 2.44±0.34 mm.
5.2.6 Lessons Learned
STAR is the first robot capable of semi-autonomous surgical tasks in soft tissue.
By incorporating a novel laparoscopic imaging system capable of three dimen-
sional reconstruction, STAR can perform clinical tasks in a simulated surgical
environment. Although initial targeting accuracy was not sub-millimeter, the
system successfully performed a cutting task in porcine cadaver tissue within
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a simulated surgical phantom.
One limitation of the work is positional accuracy of the system. For these
tasks, STAR is operated in an open loop control scheme where target locations
and cutting trajectories are calculated from the imaging system and streamed
to the LWR. The open loop system is more prone to positioning error, due to
the propagation of errors in camera registration and calibration. Despite best
efforts to minimize this error, the average positional accuracy of the STAR sys-
tem is 0.50±0.20 mm [143]. The additional error observed in this experiment
is most likely attribute to backlash within the gearing of the distal tip of the
tool, which is magnified by the length of the needle electrode. To minimize this
error, a closed loop control scheme will be implemented as detailed in previous
work using STAR to autonomously reset pseudo-tumors for porcine tissue.
Secondly, the system did not consider the effects of tissue motion or soft
deformations. This limitation is the result of the integration between cam-
era, surgical planner, and LWR. While the laparoscopic imaging system can
reconstruct the surgical scene in real-time, the work flow to calculate surface
normals for a cutting trajectory has not been optimized for time yet. In previ-
ous work, a plenoptic imaging system was used to generate surgical plans that
were streamed directly to the LWR [9]. In future iterations, a similar strategy
will be implemented with the laparoscopic imaging system, so STAR can detect
and react to deformations in real time.
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Thirdly, the 3D depth quality depends strongly on the initial camera-projector
calibration for the 3D imaging endoscope. The calibration is done by varying
multiple positions of a printed chessboard within the endoscopic view, where
the first position is regarded as the zero-reference plane and is positioned nor-
mal to the longitudinal axis of the endoscope. In that, the first position should
be carefully adjusted and a high number of calibration position (>10) is desired
to cover the field of view and correct for the radial distortion of the surgical
scope. Moreover, the current 3D imaging system utilizes two separate rigid
scopes, which limits its use in applications with restrained access. Therefore, a
more compact design, which combines the two scopes into one when maintain-
ing the triangulation quality is important and can be achieved by using flexible
imaging fiber as the relay optics.
Finally, the excessive length of the distal joint of the cutting tool limits au-
tonomous cutting routines to superficial tissue and organs. When a commercial
needle electrode is used with the cutting tool, the length of the distal joint is
9.42 cm. When used with a remote center of motion, the excessive length lim-
its access to deep regions such as the pelvis. To expand the use of the STAR to
other minimally invasive procedures, the quick connect interface and electrode
length should be shortened as far as possible. The resulting geometry would
substantially improve the kinematics of the system, and allow for additional
cutting motion within deep structures.
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Despite study limitations, this work has the potential to transform clinical
care for patients in need of partial nephrectomy. The integration of a laparo-
scopic structured light camera, multidegree of freedom electro-surgical tool,
and open loop control scheme demonstrate the first successful cutting task on
soft tissue within a simulated minimally invasive procedure. Additionally, im-
pact to the clinical work flow is minimal as the setup and location of the kidney
phantom is physiologically correct, and all interventions were performed with
laparoscopic access. The current cutting strategy relies on an open loop con-
trol strategy to follow cutting trajectories. Prior to clinical implementation, a
closed loop cutting strategy should be implemented to minimize targeting and
cutting error.
5.3 Second Prototype: Surgical Robot with 3D
Imaging under dual VIS-NIR Illumination
5.3.1 System Contributions
The first prototype provides an interface of manipulating robotic electro-surgical
task using 3D visualization under visible illumination. During the experi-
ments, mechanical motion of the needle tip when approaching and leaving tis-
sue medium is observed. This error hypothetically causes the accuracy differ-
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ence between the targeting (x-y) and depth (z) accuracy of the first prototype.
Hence, we optimize the first prototype with a rigid cautery tool design that
prevents this motion error. In addition, we expand the vision capacity of the
system to NIR vision for marker tracking and future flow dynamic visualiza-
tion. In addition, system speed is enhanced based on certain hardware and
software modifications.
5.3.2 System Improvements
5.3.2.1 Dual VIS-NIR Mode
In addition to the 3D reconstruction using a CCD, this prototype is equipped
with another camera sensor for NIR fluorescence imaging for surgical planning
and navigation purpose. To ensure the light throughput within near infrared
is adequate, several NIR-compatible hardwares are considered.
5.3.2.1.1 NIR Imaging Sensor
A CMOS is considered for the purpose of NIR target tracking with ade-
quate frame collection speed and image resolution. In this prototype, we choose
the GS3-U3-41C6NIR-C CMOS model (FLIR Integrated Imaging Solutions,
British Columbia, Canada) with 1024x1024 pixel image and the frame speed is
maintained within 45 fps.
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5.3.2.1.2 NIR-Enhanced Endoscope
To study the optical transmission of several endoscopes and to confirm the
optimal available scope for our NIR configuration, we measured relative trans-
mission of the light fiber delivery system (wrapping around the scope body),
and the optical assembly within the scope body (including objective lens, relay
lens and eyepiece) of 4 different available rigid scopes with 2 common endo-
scope housing diameter for MIS (4-mm diameter scopes: 7230 AA, ICG 26046
ACA and 10-mm diameter scopes: 260030 AA and ICG 260030 ACA). All scopes
are from Karl Storz Endoscopy, Tuttlingen, Germany). A bigger diameter en-
doscope housing of 10 mm is evaluated to increase more light throughput (thus
increases system speed), while still within clinical MIS constraints (less than
12 mm endoscopic housing).
5.3.2.1.2.1 Transmission of The Light Delivery Fiber of A Rigid
Endoscope
As mentioned in Section 1.2.2.2, a bundle of light fibers is arranged around
the body of a rigid scope from the light port near the eyepiece to the distal end
of the scope to deliver light. The fiber arrangement of each scope is configured
differently depending on each model (Figure 5.9b) and the optical properties of
the fiber types are proprietary, therefore, to understand the transmission be-
havior of each scope within NIR region, a broadband light source within 630
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Figure 5.9: (a) Transmission spectra of 4 different rigid endoscopic models
with 4-mm and 10-mm diameter housing. (b) Light fiber arrangement at each
endoscopic distal end. Image not to scale.
nm to 800 nm (D Light P Light source, Karl Storz Endoscopy, Tuttlingen, Ger-
many) is used. From Figure 5.9a, it is obvious that the bigger the scope di-
ameter is, the higher the transmission. However, within the same endoscopic
housing, the ICG endoscopic models show more than 1.5 times higher trans-
mission throughput than the conventional endoscope. Hence, we decide to use
ICG 260030 ACA with 10 mm for light delivery.
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5.3.2.1.2.2 Transmission of The Optical Assembly Within A Rigid
Endoscope
A combination of multiple broad band light sources such as a halogen light,
a broad band within 680 nm to 800 nm (D Light P Light source, Karl Storz
Endoscopy, Tuttlingen, Germany) and a high power LED with central wave-
length around 850 nm (M850LP1, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA) is used as the
input power to measure the relative transmittance through optical assembly
within the scope body. These light sources are used to cover mostly the wave-
length range for the 3D imaging (500-560nm), hemoglobin oxygenation spectral
window (530-590nm), ICG absorption (750-790nm) and ICG emission window
(>800nm). Relative intensity spectra of the combined light source is illustrated
in Figure 5.10. In general, ICG enhanced scope and bigger diameter scopes
have higher transmittance. However, the ICG enhanced scope give higher
throughput within NIR (>800 nm) and have cut-off from 660 nm to 824 nm,
i.e. ICG enhanced scope is good for NIR imaging, however, is not adequate for
those functions within that cut-off range. Therefore, in this prototype, we use
ICG 260030 ACA with 10 mm housing with NIR enhanced transmission for
NIR imaging.
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Figure 5.10: (Upper) Transmission of the combined light source. (Lower)
Relative Transmission of optical assembly in each scope.
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5.3.2.1.3 Light Source
A Xenon fiber optic light source (Intuitive Surgical Corporation, CA) is mod-
ified to become NIR light source to excite NIR fluorescence dye agent by replac-
ing the equipped band pass filter with a NIR band pass filter with central wave-
length at 750 ± 8 nm, FWHM = 40 ± 8 nm (FB750-40, Thorlabs, New Jersey,
USA). The chosen illumination wavelength is used for the common fluorescence
indoscyanine green (ICG) dye to absorb and emit at longer wavelengths around
830 nm.
5.3.2.1.4 Light Delivery Cable
The fiber optic light cable with enhanced light transmission (495 NCSC,
Karl Storz Endoscopy, Tuttlingen, Germany) is used to deliver filtered NIR
light to the light port of the imaging endoscope. A CW 488-nm diode laser is
used to measured a relative transmittance of the 495 NSCS light cable to to
be 72.7% in comparison to 21.8% in a conventional light cable. The light cable
is fitted to the foci position of the customized filtered NIR light source with a
3D-printed ring coupler.
5.3.2.2 Surgical Tool Modification
To address the positional error from the needle tip movement when contacting
with tissue, we develop a new design for the cauterization with fixed needle
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(a) Collaborative setup with KUKA robot
for electro-surgery with the 3D Endoscopic
imaging in VIS-NIR mode.
(b) Imaging Endoscope with 3D Recon-
struction with NIR tracking mounted
on a UR5 Robot.
(c) Imaging Endoscope for 3D Reconstruction
with NIR tracking with optical ray tracing sim-
ulation. IL: Imaging Lens, DM: Dichroic Mirror.
Figure 5.11: System layout of Prototype 2. IL: Imaging Lens, DM: Dichroic
Mirror.
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Figure 5.12: CAD layout of the electro-surgical tool with fixed needle elec-
trode.
electrode (Figure 5.12) housed inside an aluminum rod. The aluminum rod is
centralized to the tool adapter to KUKA IIWA flange with 4 fixation screws.
The needle electrode is coupled with a wire connector to the electro-surgical
unit for cauterization. The tool’s total length is 50.35 cm.
5.3.2.3 Projection Fringe Reduction
A solution for reducing number of projected fringes is to lower phase shift value
(2π/4 to 2π/3) and lower the last frequency fringes. In the first prototype, we
use 4 frequencies with 4 shifts to compute phase distribution, the purpose is to
provide a smooth and precised phase from knowledge of previous phase from
lower frequency images (Equation 3.15). In this prototype, we maintain the
4x4 modulated frequencies for calibration (1, 3, 12, 36) to obtain the camera ex-
trinsic and intrinsic parameters. However, for 3D imaging calculation and for
data streaming speed, we shorten the system speed by using 3x3 modulated
frequencies (1, 3, 12), with the last frequency sequence be the 3th frequency of
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the calibration fringe for a phase constant conversion. The 3-shifted method
hence decreases the image projection and collection from 16 to 9 images. The
wrapped phase of each fringe number is calculated using three-step phase shift
method (a replacement of Equation 3.13) as given in Equation 5.2. The rest of
the point cloud calculations remains the same as in Section 3.3.6.
φ = tan−1
√
3 (I2 − I1)
2I0 − I2 − I1
(5.2)
where w indicates wrapped phase, and I(1−3) represents the intensity of three
shifted image of each fringe number f .
The system speed for 3D imaging is improved from 1.57 fps to 4.4 fps with
9 fringe projections and the camera exposure is within 25 ms/fringed image.
5.3.3 Dual VIS-NIR imaging system setup
The system setup illustrated in Figures 5.11 incorporates the STAR with the
electro-surgical tool (Section 5.3.2.2). The cautery operating setting from the
electro-surgical unit is the same as the experimental setup in Prototype 1 (60-
W cutting waveform). Another robotic arm (Universal Robot UR5, Odense,
Denmark) carries the dual 3D imaging and NIR tracking (dual VIS-NIR) sys-
tem. The imaging system consists of two 10-mm 0-degree rigid endoscopes for
projection (260030 AA, Karl Storz Endoscopy, Tuttlingen, Germany) and imag-
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ing (ICG 260030 ACA, Karl Storz Endoscopy, Tuttlingen, Germany). From the
transmission measurements between multiple scopes in Section 5.3.2.1.2, the
imaging scope with enhanced transmission across VIS-NIR is used as imaging
scope. The light port of this scope is connected to a customized NIR light source
(Section 5.3.2.1.3) through a light delivery cable with optimized transmittance
(Section 5.3.2.1.4) . The dual modality is possible due to the simultaneous
imaging of two spectral windows (Figure 5.13(a)), through spectral splitting
using a short-pass dichroic mirror (DMSP650R, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA)
with central wavelength at 650 nm between the collimated paths through the
CCD and NIR CMOS cameras, allowing photon with wavelengths below 650
nm to pass to the CCD for 3D imaging, and longer than 650 nm to NIR CMOS
for fluorescence imaging (Figure 5.13(b)). The imaging lens for focusing to the
two cameras are identical with different anti-reflection coatings within visible
(300-700 nm) and NIR range (650-1050 nm) (LB1596-A and LB1596-B, Thor-
labs, New Jersey, USA).
The imaging system for Prototype 2 is classified into two modes: 1) VIS
Mode using only visible illumination from the projector to provide 3D imaging
point cloud of the surgical scene, 2) VIS-NIR mode using dual visible and NIR
illuminations to provide the robot with 3D coordinates of the surgical scene
along with 3D centroids of the planned fluorescence markers.
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(a) Normalized spectra of LED illumina-
tion used for 3D imaging (blue) and for flu-
orescence absorption (red).
(b) Transmittance of the dichroic mirror for
spectral filtering in Prototype 2.
Figure 5.13: Spectral specification of (a) the dual VIS-NIR illuminations and
(b) the dichroic mirror.
Figure 5.14: Coordination diagram of the system.
5.3.4 System Registration
The system registration includes the registration between the two cameras (i.e.
the imaging system), and the registration between the robot and the imaging
system. The common reference is the 3D point cloud of the reference zero plane
created by the 3D imaging system, this plane is also defined as the first position
of the checkerboard during the 3D camera calibration process (Figure 5.14).
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The registration between the robot and the imaging incorporates is the
hand-eye calibration process discussed in Section 5.2.3 by using a pointing
rod to register four 3D points on the checkerboard surface to the robotic co-
ordinates. The RMSE for the hand-eye calibration is within 0.30 mm with a
checkerboard calibration surface.
The registration between the two cameras is obtained as follows: 1) Cam-
era intrinsic and extrinsic parameters for 3D imaging are obtained through
MOIRE Analysis calibration software version 0.956b [144] using multiple po-
sition images of the checkerboard. 2) The first position of the checkerboard
at zero plane is fixed. 3) Camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters for NIR
imaging are obtained using a monocamera calibration package [145]. 4) A 2D
image of the reference checkerboard position is captured with the NIR camera.
5) The 3D point cloud of the reference plane is projected to the NIR camera
frame after the camera is moved to the correct position/orientation using the
calibrated extrinsic parameters. The registration error between the two cam-
eras (Figure 5.15) is the error between the detected corners of the 2D image and
the projected corner of the 3D point cloud of the checkerboard. The position of
the checkerboard is the same for both camera imaging. The corner of the 2D
checkerboard image is detected using the detectCheckerboardPoints command
(Computer Vision System Toolbox, MATLAB R2018b) and the projected point
cloud corners are selected based on the noise level contrast between the black
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Figure 5.15: Registration error evaluation between the 3D CCD and the NIR
CMOS camera. The point cloud distribution is de-sampled with 5 point step
size for display purpose.
and white edge at each corner. The error between the two corner population is
4.5913 ± 2.6956 pixels in a 1024x1024-pixel image or 0.2848 ± 0.167 mm with
each checker size length of 2.73 mm.
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Figure 5.16: System Accuracy Validation Procedures on phantom.
5.3.5 Accuracy Evaluation
5.3.5.1 System Targeting 3D-printed Phantom
To determine the system accuracy in VIS mode and VIS-NIR mode, a defined
phantom mimicking a kidney shape is 3D printed containing wells of 1 mm3 on
the surface to hold either white ink or ICG fluorescence mixture. System accu-
racy is validated in multiple ways for possible imaging, mechanical and human
error. A summary of these accuracy errors is listed in Table 5.2. Procedure for
calculating this accuracy is outlined in Figure 5.16.
5.3.5.2 System Targeting Accuracy on Tissue
Porcine kidney sample with 6 embedded NIR markers was used as accuracy
targeting in this experiment. NIR markers were prepared with a mixture of
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Table 5.2: Results of system accuracy on kidney phantom






How accurate the robot registered
with the 3D imaging system 0.3038 0.0839
Robot vs. Kidney
CAD model
How accurate the robot targets
the phantom 0.250 0.575
3D point cloud vs.
Kidney CAD model
How accurate the 3D imaging




How accurate the robot performs
using imaging setup on the
phantom
0.863 0.861
ICG powder, Permabond glue, and Ethanol. The procedure for this accuracy
validation is outlined in Figure 5.17, where the marker centroid location is
sent to the robot to target.
Inasmuch as the cauterization process creates a different cauterized cov-
erage than than the original NIR markers, and the two marker populations
before and after the robot are captured at different times, a transformation
matrix (R, T) between the two centroid populations (before and after robot) is
calculated to measure the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of these markers
before and after robot. Two images of the markers with ruler (in millimeters)
before and after the robot were captured (Figure 5.17). These RGB images
were converted to 8-bit gray scale images. A combination of contrast enhance-
ment and Renyi Entropy thresholding was performed to segment these marker
regions. The center of mass based on the weighted intensity of these marker re-
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Figure 5.17: Centroid locations of the NIR marker before and after the
robot (yellow point). The two centroid populations are transformed to calcu-
late RMSE
gions were performed to calculate the marker x-y location, relative to a defined
original coordination. Because the cauterization discolors the kidney tissue,
the centroids of markers after the robot is done on an inverted thresholding
result, compared to those markers before the robot. The result of the system
targeting accuracy on kidney tissue sample is 0.288 mm.
5.3.5.3 System Cutting Accuracy on Tissue
The goal of this study is to compute the accuracy of the robot in cutting of
tissue using electro-cautery tool explained in Section 5.3.2.2. The cutting tra-
jectory giving to the robot is calculated similar as the trajectory planning in
Section 5.2.4.2.1 between two ends of planned marker centroids. The cutting
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Figure 5.18: Cutting length (a) before and (b) after the robot. Unit is in mil-
limeters.
validation of the system is done on a fowl tissue (chicken breast tissue) by the
average error between the total length between the two markers and the cut
length done by the robot (Figure 5.18). The error between the cut length be-
fore and after the robot is 16.820 mm compared to 16.314 mm, respectively,
with 1.088 mm offset error at one cut end point. In addition, the average
depth error of the cauterized segment is compared with the planned 3-mm
planned depth on the robot control (Figure 5.19). The depth error is calculated
on the edge detection from thresholded cut segment. The thresholding is done
through multiple image post processing in orders as follows: RGB to gray scale
conversion, Gaussian median filter for low noise removal, color balance and
brightness/contrast enhancement, binary thresholding, binary hole filling and
dilation. The average error along the depth is computed to be 0.087 ± 0.168
mm.
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Figure 5.19: Cutting accuracy determination using post image processing
(a) Cross-section of the cut. (b) Thresholded cut segment. (c) Segmented cut
boundary.
5.3.6 Lessons Learned
The Prototype 2 is enhanced with dual VIS-NIR modality to collect 3D point
cloud of the scene with NIR tracking capability at the same time through spec-
tral splitting between visible and near infrared bandwidth. This dual modal-
ity also allows further observations of flow dynamic using injected NIR agent.
Moreover, the system speed is improved by back-calculation of phase distribu-
tion form higher modulated fringe projection to lower fringe projection, mak-
ing speed improvements from 1.57 fps in Prototype 1 to 4.4 fps in Prototype
2. In addition, with the improved surgical tools, Prototype 2 accomplishes
sub-millimeter accuracy on tissue sample within 0.288 mm for targeting and
0.087±0.168 mm for cutting task on tissue sample.
The current calibration between the two cameras (CCD for 3D imaging and
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CMOS for NIR tracking) is based on the 3D point cloud of the reference zero
plane. This procedure requires the reference plane to be fixed for NIR cam-
era calibration. This calibration process can be modified so that the reference
frame is at the camera frame, therefore, requires no fixation of the first calibra-
tion board position. Moreover, once the reference frame is in the camera frame,
the correspondence between the two cameras can be the relations between the
two 2D frames (instead of the projection between the 3D point cloud to the 2D
image of the NIR camera). This modification potentially makes the calibration
process between the two cameras programmable and more flexible with less
calibration steps.
5.4 Third Prototype: Surgical Planning
Strategy
5.4.1 Autonomous Laparoscopic Robotic Suturing with a
Novel Actuated Suturing Tool and 3D Endoscope
5.4.1.1 System Contributions
This prototype further extends our smart tissue autonomous robot (STAR) [9,
146, 147] and enables autonomous laparoscopic suturing. The STAR aims to
provide consistent and effective laparoscopic suturing via a specifically-designed
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robotic system and ultimately substitute human skills. This can be achieved by
reducing the total time of suturing task compared to the state-of-the-art tele-
operated RAS [148], and standardizing and uniforming the quality of suturing
outcome [149]. The STAR system consists of 1) a robotic arm equipped with, 2)
an actuated suturing tool, and 3) a camera system to support vision-guidance
and control system. Our contributions in this paper are threefold and expand
on the components 2 and 3 of STAR. As the first contribution, we develop and
test a novel laparoscopic 3D camera system suitable for surgical robotic appli-
cations. The 3D imaging endoscope provides a quantified peripheral construc-
tion of the surgical scene with an expansion to point cloud segmentation for
autonomous planning of suturing.
As the second contribution, we develop a new robotic laparoscopic suturing
tool via modifying the commercially available Proxisure suturing tool (Ethicon
Inc. Somerville, NJ, United States). Proxisure is the only commercial sutur-
ing tool designed to compensate for laparoscopic constraints by adding 2 addi-
tional degrees of freedom (DOF) at the distal tip. By motorizing and mounting
the Proxisure tool on a 7 DOF medical light weight robot (LWR) from KUKA
(KUKA AG, Augsburg Germany), we enable STAR to place sutures in any ori-
entation in the surgical field. We design and implement specialized hardware
and software based on the developed camera and tool to execute autonomous
suturing steps under supervision of human.
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Finally, as the third contribution of this study, we propose a segmented su-
turing planning method based on point clouds obtained from the 3D endoscope.
The proposed method calculates the suture point locations based on the coor-
dinates of the incision groove and cut. We experimentally demonstrate the
accuracy and consistency of our new laparoscopic robotic suturing system and
compare the results against manual laparoscopic suturing performed by expe-
rienced surgeons.
5.4.1.2 System Setup
The experimental testbed developed in this paper is shown in Figure 5.20. This
testbed includes our novel robotic laparoscopic tool which is mounted on a 7-
DOF KUKA Med lightweight arm (KUKA LWR Med) as the surgical robot, and
our novel 3D imaging endoscope. The 3D endoscope and robotic suturing tools
are detailed in the following.
5.4.1.2.1 3D Imaging Endoscopic System
The vision system supporting robotic manipulation in this section incorpo-
rates a quantified 3D reconstruction with surgical planning method for au-
tonomous suturing path. The main components of the imaging system (Fig-
ure 5.21) are similar to the setup described in Section 3.3.2. However, the
two endoscopes are replaced by a rigid endoscope with bigger housing diam-
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Figure 5.20: Laparoscopic robotic suturing system.
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Figure 5.21: 3D imaging endoscope setup on an UR5 robot. IL: Imaging Lens.
eter (260030 AA, Karl Storz Endoscopy, Tuttlingen, Germany) for fringe pro-
jections, and a second rigid scope with enhanced transmittance (ICG 260030
ACA, Karl Storz Endoscopy, Tuttlingen, Germany) for imaging.
5.4.1.2.2 Suturing Tool
A novel multi-axis suturing tool (Figure 5.22) was designed and prototyped
to perform the autonomous suturing tasks in this study. The suturing tool was
assembled by deconstructing the handle of a commercially available Proxisure
suturing device and individually coupling each joint to a three axis motor pack
using a customized tool adapter (Figure 5.22a). Each of the motors are ener-
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Figure 5.22: Suturing tool with its components (a) Overall design of the su-
turing tool, (b) pitch actuation, c) roll actuation, (d) needle drive.
gized independently to actuate one of three actions: pitch (Figure 5.22b), roll
(Figure 5.22c), and needle drive (Figure 5.22d). The pitch and roll motions of
the tool can be combined to provide an extra two degrees of freedom within the
surgical space. When the tool is used under laparoscopic constraints, these two
degrees of freedom restore full 6 degree of freedom positioning of the tool tip,
enabling the robotic system to suture in any orientation. Each motor includes
an encoder for precise positioning using EPOS2 controllers (Maxon Motors,
Sachseln, Switzerland). Communication between the robot and tool is through
a controller area network (CAN). The pitch and needle drive motors are homed
by energizing each motor with current control until they reach a hard stop.
The multi-axis tool is compatible with Ethicon brand suture of various size
and materials. In the following studies, 2-0 polyester Ethibond suture is used
for testing.
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Figure 5.23: Suture task and metrics.
5.4.1.3 Surgical Task and Evaluation Criteria
The surgical task considered in this paper includes performing a laparoscopic
suturing on a straight incision. For the experiments, surgeons and STAR were
instructed to complete a knot and 3 running stitches to close a 21-mm incision
(Figure 5.23) on a 3-Dmed (Ohio, United States) training suture pad. The met-
rics for measuring the efficiency of STAR consist of i) task completion time, ii)
the distance between consecutive stitches, iii) bite size (i.e. distance between
stitch and the incision edge), and iv) repositioning mistakes during suturing.
The latter three measures are known to influence the complications of healing
process such as breaking and infections [150,151].
5.4.1.4 Control System
Figure 5.24 shows the block diagram of the autonomous controller. In this con-
trol loop, 3D surface of tissue is constructed via the point cloud obtained by
the camera shown in Figure 5.21 described earlier in this section. A suture
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Figure 5.24: The autonomous control loop.
point planning strategy uses the 3D surface information to determine the de-
sired location of each knot and running stitch (later detailed in Section 5.4.1.5).
The resulting 3D coordinates of the reference suture points in the robot frame
along with the current robot positions are passed to a high-level suturing logic
and task planner (later detailed in Section 5.4.1.6) which plans the sequence
of robot motions to complete the knot and running stitches on the desired
and equally spaced positions. The corresponding smooth time-based trajec-
tories of the robot motion are calculated in real-time using Reflexxes Motion
Libraries [152]. These trajectories are converted from task space to joint space
of the robot via Kinematics and Dynamics Library (KDL) in Open Robot Con-
trol Systems (OROCOS) [153]. Finally, communication with the robot and tool
are implemented via Fast Research Interface (FRI) [154] and real-time toolkit
(RTT) [155] in OROCOS issued to guarantee that the robot and tool follow the
desired joint-space trajectories. Next, we explain the suture planning method.
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5.4.1.5 Planning Strategy for Suturing
The suture pad is placed approximately 5 cm from the distal end of the endo-
scope for a desired field of view and to mitigate specular reflection from the
projected light. The cut line on a suture pad is located within the imaging field
of view. A 3D point cloud distribution of the cut is analyzed to calculate the su-
ture points for the robot based on the coordinates of the segmented cut groove
and edge. The algorithm is executed in these 5 steps:
1. Region of interest (ROI) localization: An interactive polygon is drawn
manually with boundary coordinates defining the point cloud boundary to
focusing subsequent point cloud segmentation analysis within a smaller
ROI (black polygon in Figure 5.25b). The purpose of this sampling method
is to speed up the subsequent cut analysis by restraining only the cut fea-
ture ROI.
2. Point cloud sectioning: The overall point cloud with the cut feature inside
the cropped ROI is sub-sampled along one direction that most reveals the
cut groove (black dots in Figure 5.25c and Figure 5.25d). The spacing be-
tween each section is the planned suture spacing. In this study, we chose
a 4-mm spacing to provide adequate and equal spacing on the desired 21
mm suture path.
3. Cut groove determination: The cut groove is identified by finding a promi-
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nent minimal peak along the point cloud section based on height differen-
tiation from the neighboring depth values (red circles in Figure 5.25c and
Figure 5.25d).
4. Cut edge calculation: Once the cut groove is defined, two regions on the
left and right side of the cut groove are selected to find the cut edge. The
index of the cut edge is deduced based on a point, which is farthest from
the line connecting the cut groove point and the boundary point (blue and
magenta cross markers in Figure 5.25c and Figure 5.25d).
5. Suture point detection: The suture point is determined with x-y coordi-
nates from the cut groove and z-coordinates as the average depth of the
left and right cut edge (red triangles in Figure 5.25c and Figure 5.25d).
The 3D coordinates of the calculated suture points are transformed to
world coordinates for robotic manipulation.
With the total size of the targeted cut line of 21 mm, 4 target points rep-
resenting the location of knot and three running sutures are computed for a
4-mm suture spacing. The computational time for all 5 steps is within 30 sec-
onds on an Intel Core i7-6500 CPU, 16 GB RAM laptop.
5.4.1.6 High-Level Suturing Logic and Task Planner
As mentioned earlier in Section 5.4.1.3, the suturing task includes a first knot
followed by 3 running stitches. The location of the knot and each stitch is
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Figure 5.25: Suture planning strategy: (a) A white reflection image of the
cut sample. (b) Collected point cloud with ROI. (c) An example of calculated
cut groove, left and right cut edges, and the suture point. (d) An overlay of the
calculated coordinates with suture spacing of 4 mm.
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Figure 5.26: Steps of executing a knot: (a) bite, (b) tensioning, (c) first loop,
(d) tension of first loop, e) second loop, f) tension of second loop.
determined on the suture line (incision) via the algorithm explained in Sec-
tion 5.4.1.5. These points will be the references for the tool control point (TCP)
of the robot. The reference/desired orientation of TCP is determined in a way
that the jaw of the suturing tool is perpendicular to the suturing path.
The first subtask is to complete a knot at the first reference position and ori-
entation. Completing a knot requires biting the tissue, tensioning the thread,
and making two loops of suture to lock the knot into place. As shown in Fig-
ure 5.26, the TCP of robot is commanded to the first position of the knot on
the incision. The needle drive is then actuated so that the suture completes a
bite of the suture pad (i.e. insert the needle through the tissue) (Figure 5.26a).
Next, the initial bite of suture is tensioned to a height of 9cm (Figure 5.26b)
and the tool is rotated to an orientation parallel to the suture line. To perform
the first loop of the knot, a surgical assistant places the tail of the suture within
the jaw of the suturing tool using a laparoscopic needle driver, and STAR actu-
ates the needle drive (Figure 5.26c). The first loop of the knot is then tensioned
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by raising the suture tool above the suture plane (Figure 5.26d). After STAR
tensions the first loop, the process is repeated to throw and tension a second
loop of the knot, locking it into place on the suture pad (i.e. Figure 5.26e and
Figure 5.26f).
The second subtask is to complete three running stitches along the length
of the incision. To complete the running stitches, STAR executes the first two
steps of the knot tying sequence for each suture location that was found in Sec-
tion 5.4.1.5 (i.e. Figure 5.26a and Figure 5.26b). The position and orientation
of the suture tool is autonomously adjusted for each stitch, such that the jaws
of the tool remain perpendicular to the cut line. The amount of thread needed
for completing the running sutures can be estimated according to the following
equation [146]:
L > 2TN + (N − 1)
√
2T 2 + d2 (5.3)
where L is the total length of thread needed to complete N stitches of width
T with the distance between stitches of d. In our experiments, N = 4, T = 8
mm, and d = 4 mm and hence an estimation of required length is L = 100 mm.
The tensioning distance at each stitch can be easily calculated by reducing the
amount of thread used before the current stitch from the total required length
of thread at the start of the suturing. Here on average 18 mm is subtracted
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Figure 5.27: Manual suturing using a laparoscopic trainer.
from the tensioning distance after each completed stitch.
5.4.1.7 Test Conditions
For each of the manual and autonomous suturing tasks, 5 experiments were
conducted and the aforementioned criteria were recorded and analyzed. The
manual suturing experiments were completed by two surgeons using a laparo-
scopic trainer shown in Figure 5.27. During the suturing, the surgeon views
the suturing scene via a tablet screen and operates two needle drivers through
the ports available on the laparoscopic trainer box.
For the autonomous suturing, first the tissue surface is detected by the 3D
endoscope described earlier in Section 5.4.1.2.1. The suturing way-points are
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Figure 5.28: Examples of suturing with (a) manual, (b) autonomous approach.
determined via the method detailed in Section 5.4.1.5. Finally, we complete the
knot and running stitches with an autonomous control loop detailed earlier in
Section 5.4.1.4 (Figure 5.24). Since the robotic suturing is performed by one
robotic arm, a surgical assistant uses a laparoscopic needle driver to manage
the excess length of the suture thread.
5.4.1.8 Results
The results of the experiments are summarized in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Repre-
sentative examples of manual suturing and autonomous suturing results via
STAR are shown in Figure 5.28.
5.4.1.8.1 Completion Time
As presented in Table 5.3, the average total task completion time for the
autonomous method is 106.4 seconds longer than manual method. Completing
the knot contributes to the majority of this difference (i.e. 83.2 seconds longer
in the autonomous mode with p < 0.001), while the remaining difference is re-
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Table 5.3: Comparison of experiment results via completion time.
Total (sec) Knot (sec) Stitches (sec)
Test Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std.
Manual 180.20 13.53 92.2 17.28 88.00 9.59
STAR 286.60 6.68 175.4 6.34 111.2 5.56
Table 5.4: Comparison of experiment results via distance between stitches,







Test Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std.
Manual 3.68 1.19 2.53 0.86 1.60 0.80
STAR 4.70 0.41 3.41 0.83 0.00 0.00
lated to the speed of the stitching steps (i.e. 23.2 seconds longer in autonomous
mode, p < 0.01, for 3 stitches).
5.4.1.8.2 Distance Between Stitches
The average suturing distance obtained by STAR is statistically l.02 mm
larger than the manual, p < 0.001. The desired value of spacing between the
stitches for STAR is 4 mm and the experimental results show an average spac-
ing of 4.7 mm. However, variance of suture spacing is significantly less for
STAR than human p < 0.001 which indicates that STAR placed the running
stitches more uniformly (2.9 times better) compared to the human surgeons.
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5.4.1.8.3 Bite Size
Although the average bite size of STAR is statistically larger than manual
p < 0.001 the variance of the bite size is non significant for STAR and human
(p = 0.837). This indicates that STAR is just as consistent as human surgeons
when suturing a specified depth.
5.4.1.8.4 Number of Stitch Re-Positions
In the experiments, the human surgeons made an average of 1.6 suture
corrections per test (i.e. 1.6 corrections for 1 knot and 3 stitches). In contrast,
because of the positioning accuracy and repeatability of the robotic system,
STAR required zero corrections per test.
5.4.1.9 Lessons Learned
From the total of four criteria used in this study, the consistency of STAR out-
performs manual suturing in two metrics. High consistency and accuracy in
suture spacing provides a reliable method for placing sutures at the desired
planned locations. Also, compared to manual method, STAR prevents addi-
tional throws for placing the sutures as the number of suture corrections are
zero, minimizing unnecessary damage to the tissues. Furthermore, in our ex-
periments the consistency of bite size is equal to human.
Despite high consistency and accuracy of STAR in performing the suturing
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task, the overall process is slower than the manual method. One of the main
reasons behind the slower pace of suturing in autonomous mode is due to the
limited maximum speed of the motors used in the suturing tool. Given the cur-
rent motors and internal mechanism of the tool, when the needle drive motor
is actuated at full speed, completing each knot loop or bite with the tool takes
18 seconds (i.e. the time for the needle to complete a full circular drive). With
faster motors this can be reduced to 2 seconds. Moreover, the maximum values
of robot speed were intentionally chosen low (1 cm/s) to ensure safety during
tests (e.g. preventing sudden suture tensions or fast contacts with the suture
pad). These values, can be optimized in future to make a balance between
safety and speed.
5.4.2 An Extension of Cutting Segmentation with
Planned NIR Markers for Autonomous Suturing
Planning
5.4.2.1 System Contributions
Suturing segmentation proposed in Section 5.4.1.5 requires no additional tis-
sue marker to identify cutting direction. In situation where multiple cuts
are applied on one surface, it is sometimes necessary to keep track of cutting
directions for even suture spacing and a precised suture locations. In such
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cases, either correlations between point cloud sampling in both x-y directions
is required for cutting analysis, or cutting direction is identified, through NIR
markers at the cut ends. In this section, a suture planning strategy based on
analysis on the 3D reconstructed point clouds with cutting direction determi-
nation using NIR marker is proposed. The method detects cutting landmarks
such as the cutting depth and cutting edge as inputs to create safe suture point
mapping for automating robotic anastomosis.
5.4.2.2 System Setup
The system illustrated in Figure 5.29 is an extension of Prototype 2 in Section
5.3 with NIR sensing capability. The role of NIR sensor is to detect centroid
coordinates mapped on the 3D point cloud provided by the 3D endoscope.
5.4.2.3 Suturing Mapping Strategy
The suturing mapping strategy is calculated based on natural groove shape
of the cutting line across the tissue surface. This cut-line is detected through
point cloud groove detection along the perpendicular direction to the cutting
axis (Figure 5.30b), making the groove shape more apparent for the detection.
Cutting direction is computed by the two point cloud locations of the NIR end
markers of each cut line. The number of the cross sections and the spacing
between them are defined as the desired number of suturing points and the
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Figure 5.29: Multimodal imaging endoscopic setup for surgical planning in
minimally invasive robotic surgery.
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suture spacing on each side of the cut. The cutting direction is calculated from
the two NIR marker coordinates applied at the two ends of the desired cutting
line (Figure5.30a). In the case when NIR marker is not applicable, a correlation
between x and y section slices of the point cloud can be used to calculate the
correct cutting groove and edge.
For each cross section, we detect the groove of the cutting segment (magenta
crosses in Figure 5.30c) by calculating the index position n at which occurs the
maximum of the convolution between the cutting segment gn and the modeled







n=−b |n| ;−b ≤ n ≤ b
0 ; otherwise
(5.4)
n = argmaxn(gn ∗ fn) (5.5)
where b indicates half of the designated groove width.
After the groove detection, we apply a poly fit line (4th order) along the left
and right sides of the groove points where the fitted line from the groove has
a low slope threshold value, i.e. the cutting edge (red circles in Figure 5.30c).
The final step is to map the cutting edge points along with suggested suturing
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Figure 5.30: Suture planning procedure (a) Bright field reflection image of a
incised kidney tissue with planned NIR markers, (b) Collected 3D point cloud
with slice sections normal to the cutting axis. (c) Cutting groove and edge
detection. (d) Suture location (green dots) is an off-set distance away from the
cutting edge (red dots).
points to the 3D point clouds. The suggested suture points are defined at a fixed
distance away from the cutting edge with consistent pre-programmed spacing.
The plan is applied to a cut kidney using an electro-cautery tool, the indicated
results in Figure 5.30) show that the natural shape of the kidney as well as the
cuts are well-indicated in the 3D maps.
5.4.2.4 Lessons Learned
The results demonstrate the feasibility to detect cutting edge and suggest a su-
ture map for robotic surgery with additional NIR tracking of cutting direction.
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Moreover, the method explains the cut groove with a running groove shape de-
tection, which provides robust groove shape detection of multiple cuts within
a tissue region. Future work aims at expanding the method to more variety of
the cutting shapes and directions.
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Since the first report of radical perineal prostatectomy by Young to the nerve-
sparing Radical Retropubic Prostatectomy (RRP) by Walsh [156–158], several
risks for post-operative complications remain, such as erectile dysfunction due
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to nerve damage during prostate cancer treatment. Due to the small aver-
age distance between the cavernous nerves (CN) and the prostate gland (2.8
mm), these nerves are at a high risk of injury during removal of a cancerous
prostate gland. Also, it is still unknown how many CN branches (CNB) sur-
rounding a prostate [159] contribute to erectile function. Each individual CN
are a few hundred micrometers in diameter and vary between patients, mak-
ing it difficult to predict the exact location and path of these nerves [160]. With
laparoscopic RRP [161], potency at 12 months post-operation is only restored
in 70% of surgeries [162]. Robot-assisted RRP is projected to provide better
preservation of erectile nerves due to its closer endoscopic vision [163]. How-
ever, current RRP is limited in providing real-time nerve dynamics, leading
to low post-operative complication rates for surgeries addressing both incon-
tinence (4.7% versus 2.1%, respectively) and erectile dysfunction (26.8 versus
19.2 per 100 person-years, respectively) [8]. Therefore, a nerve-sparing RRP
with exploration in the prostatic nerve network is critical.
Fluorescence (FL) imaging has been recently introduced in commercial en-
doscopic products such as the FireFlyTM (Intuitive Surgical Inc., United States)
and the FLARETM systems (Curadel ResVet Imaging, LLC., United States)
[164, 165] with several exogenous fluorophores targeting specific tissue types
also being proposed [166–168]. The enthusiasms in academy and industry for
this technique originates from its wide field-of-view (FOV) that is directly su-
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perimposable on that of the surgeon, which makes it amenable to several cur-
rent surgical methods including RRP. However, most current nerve-specific flu-
orophores present high affinity to nerve networks, only yielding the stationary
locations of the nerves, rather than the functional contrast of their electro-
physiological activity representing erectile functionality [167, 169]. Also, most
of these nerve-specific fluorophores only provide superficial imaging depth as
they have peak absorption and emission wavelengths at the visible wavelength
range (400-650 nm). Recent scholarly work has yielded near-infrared dyes ap-
plicable to intra-operative nerve localization, but they are still based on the
nerve-specific affinity mechanism and do not provide functional resolution of
a patient’s erectile function. [170, 171]. Furthermore, nerve labeling with this
affinity-based mechanism takes from few a hours to days. The direct adminis-
tration of these near-infrared dyes has recently proposed to address this prob-
lem, but it is still based on the affinity-based mechanism [169].
Recently we proposed using cyanine voltage-sensitive dye (VSD). VSD redis-
tributes according to cell membrane potential, leading to a FL quenching yield
change—a functional contrast—related to the electrophysiological events in bi-
ological tissue [172, 173]. In detail, the cyanine dye, with positively-charged
chemical structure (e.g., IR780 perchlorate), would be attracted into a cell
membrane when the neuronal cells are in polarized resting state (i.e., -90
mV [174]). The VSD aggregates as its concentration increases inside the cell
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membrane, leading to FL quenching, i.e., the dissipation of absorbed light en-
ergy in the form of thermal energy. Conversely, when the neuronal cells are de-
polarized, VSD will disaggregate and exit the membrane. This redistribution
restores FL emission. This functional contrast change will be activated in se-
quences of the neuronal depolarization and can be quantified by FL imaging at
absorption and emission wavelengths (790 nm and 820 nm) beneficial for deep
tissue FL imaging. Using the commercially-available VSD compound (IR780
perchlorate), we have shown 69.69% of fractional contrast in FL emission can
be obtained using a 6-µM VSD concentration when the membrane potential
was depolarized to -120mV [173]. Our team also presented the feasibility of
transcranial FL VSD neuroimaging using the VSD compound [175].
To explore the prostatic nerve network contribution from cavernous nerves
and their branches for nerve-sparing radical retropubic prostatectomy, we have
facilitated utilizing the VSD quenching mechanism to monitor nerve activity
through FL imaging within minimally invasive standards.
My contributions were the fluorescence imaging fiberscope development, in-
cluding the optical design and the optical assessment of the fabricated imaging
fiberscope in in vivo experiments. This work is in preparation to submit for
publication.
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6.2 System Contribution
We present functional intra-operative guidance of the cavernous nerve (CN)
network for nerve-sparing radical prostatectomy using near-infrared cyanine
voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging, which visualizes membrane potential vari-
ations in the CN and its branches (CNB) in real-time. As a proof-of-concept ex-
periment, we demonstrated a functioning complex nerve network in response
to electrical stimulation of the CN, which was clearly differentiated from sur-
rounding tissues in an in vivo rat prostate model. Stimulation of erection was
confirmed by correlative intracavernosal pressure (ICP) monitoring. Within
ten minutes we performed trans-fascial staining of the CN by direct VSD ad-
ministration. Our findings suggest the applicability of VSD imaging for nerve-
sparing radical prostatectomy.
6.3 Method
6.3.1 Fluorescence Imaging Fiberscope
The FL imaging fiberscope was designed to provide similar endoscopic view as
in a clinical flexible fiberscope discussed in Section 1.2.2.1. At the distal end
of the fiberscope is a customized optical assembly to focus high angle beams
(70o field of view) from the object into the fiber core body. The focused im-
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age at the distal fiber end is then relayed multiple times to the proximal fiber
end through total internal reflectance. The customized optical assembly with
1.5-mm lens diameter was optimized using Optics Studio 15 SP1 (Zemax, Kirk-
land, Washington, USA), fabricated, and housed in front of the fiber relay body.
The simulation layout, spot diagram, and modulated transfer function (MTF)
of the optical assembly is shown in Figure 6.2. The resultant numerical aper-
ture (NA) of the fiberscope was approximately 0.398. The fiber relay body (not
shown in Figure 6.2) is a fiber bundle with 50000 cores in 1100-µm diameter at
4.5-µm pixel center-to-center spacing (FIGH-50-1100N, Fujikura Image Fiber
Bundles, Myriad Fiber Imaging, MA). The relayed image near the proximal
fiber end is focused to a scientific CMOS sensor (Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash4.0)
using a 10X microscope objective lens (Bausch & Lomb Objective, Microscope
Central, PA). The FL signal from the collected relayed image is filtered to the
sensor with a long pass hard-coated dielectric coating filter at cut-on wave-
length at 800 nm (FELH0800, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA).
For the laser illumination, a 100-mW diode laser with central wavelength
at 785 nm (FWHM 3 nm) equipped with a variable beam expansion lens is
mounted on a separated arm to illuminate the sample. The position of laser
illumination was aimed to cover a rat prostate region with illumination circle
of 1 cm. The overall system configuration with the imaging fiber, the laser
source, the nerve excitation and ICP monitoring is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Fluorescence fiberscope setup.
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Figure 6.2: Optical design of the focusing assembly for the fiberscope.
The FL frames recorded during the first half minute (0 min – 0.5 min) with-
out any electrical stimulation were averaged to form a reference image. After-
wards, the fractional change of FL emission (F/Fo) was calculated at each pixel
and at each time point at each time point to derive the VSD response evoked
by electrical stimulation.
6.3.2 Animal preparation
Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (325-350 g; Charles River Breeding Laborato-
ries, Wilmington, MA, USA) were used. All experiments were approved by the
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and
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Use Committee in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. The rats were anesthetized with
intraperitoneal injection of a ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (5 mg/kg) mix-
ture. The prostate was exposed via a midline abdominal incision, and CNs and
MPGs were located bilaterally posterolateral to the prostate.
6.3.3 Electrical CN Stimulation and Intracavernosal
Pressure Monitoring
The ICP measurement validates the erectile function induced by the CN elec-
trical stimulation [176]. Experiments were conducted on rats with and without
VSD staining procedures. To monitor ICP, the shaft of the penis was denuded
of skin and fascia, and the right crus was punctured with a 23-gauge needle
connected via polyethylene-50 tubing to a pressure transducer. For electri-
cally stimulated penile erections, a bipolar electrode attached to a Grass In-
struments S48 stimulator (Quincy, MA, USA) was placed on CNs. Stimulation
parameters were 4 V, 16 Hz, with square-wave duration of 5 msec for 1 min.
ICP was recorded (DI-190, Dataq Instruments, Akron,OH, USA) for 5 min; pre-
stimulation (1min), stimulation (1 min), and post-stimulation (3 min). Results
were analyzed using the MATLAB program (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). At
the conclusion of experiments, animals were sacrificed by a lethal intracardiac
injection of saturated potassium chloride and prostate, both MPGs, and CNs
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were collected.
6.3.4 Frozen-section Histopathological Analysis of
ex-vivo Rat Prostate Samples
After getting the FL recording, a whole rat prostate was immediately har-
vested. It was placed in fresh 10 % formalin for more than 48 hours with gentle
agitation using a conical rotator. Cryoprotection processing was done via a se-
ries of sucrose gradients (15 %, 20 %, 30 % for 12-24 hours each). Prostates was
frozen-sectioned at 300 µm thickness. Slides with tissue sections in ProLong
Diamond Anti-face mountant were imaged using the LI-COR Odyssey for FL
visualization of VSD perfusion.
6.4 Experimental Procedure
The subject control and data monitoring is summarized in Figure 6.3 which
incorporates the VSD application, administration and flushing with saline,
as well as electrical stimulation and ICP monitoring. The 200 µl of 1 mM
VSD in DMSO + Cremophore EL solvent was directly administrated to the rat
prostate surface for 10 min before starting FL recording. The VSD not bound
to the prostate nerve membrane was flushed out for 5 min with 2-ml phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) solution. The bipolar electrical stimulation module was
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connected to the right CN to induce the controlled erectile stimulation upon the
electrical pulse excitation: 4-V square-wave pulse for 5 ms at 16 Hz [176]. At
the same time, an intracavernosal pressure (ICP) was measured to quantify the
blood flow into penis evoked by neurovascular coupling from the stimulation.
The FL imaging was conducted for 5 min after the VSD staining procedures
onto the rat prostate surface, and stimulation was performed for 1 min (1 min
– 2 min) during the image recording 6.3a.
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Figure 6.3: In vivo experimental setup for a proof-of-concept of prostatic nerve
imaging using near-infrared cyanine VSD: (a) in vivo protocol. (b) The valida-
tion of an erectile function using intracavernosal pressure (ICP) monitoring
for the electrical stimulation on CN after the direct VSD administration. (c)
Corresponding behavioral observation of erectile function at each experimen-
tal phase.
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Figure 6.4: Spatial resolution with USAF 1951 Target.
6.5 Results
6.5.1 Imaging System Resolution Evaluation
The spatial resolution of the imaging fiberscope is evaluated using a USAF
1951 Resolution Target (R3L3S1P, Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA) with line pair
designed in multiple contrast Group and Element. From Figure B.2, the best
resolution of the system along horizontal line (Y ROI) and vertical line (X ROI)
is within Group 2, Element 1 and 2, indicating the system spatial resolution is
within 111.36 µm to 125 µm.
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6.5.2 System Performance for Intra-operative Nerve
Localization within Prostatetomy Setting
Figure 6.5a presents the white-light and FL images obtained from the given
FOV on the rat prostate. The right CN (RCN) branched from major pelvic gan-
glion (MPG) was differentiable in bare eye during the surgery in white-light im-
age, and clear FL emission was detected from the entire prostate surface after
performing the direct VSD administration and flushing out procedures. This
confirms the successful bounding of VSD at the prostate tissue. Figure 6.5b
shows the time-averaged progress of fractional FL intensity chance (F/Fo) at
each image pixel in pre-stimulation, stimulation, and post-stimulation phases
from the reference frame averaged for 0 – 0.5 min duration (across 60 frames).
The stimulation phase revealed respectively up to 10.56±4.14% and 7.04±4.77
of F/Fo at the CN and CNB structures with photo-bleaching correction (Fig-
ure 6.6).
These results hypothetically represent the chained reaction of nerve net-
work from CN to CNB with different nerve area under stimulation. The slight
motion in the ROI was generated potentially by the instantaneous blood vol-
ume change as a product of the electrical stimulation, but it was not significant
in our validation study (Figure 6.7). The normalized cross-correlation coeffi-
cient was calculated from the 4x4 mm2 ROI indicated by the dotted square in
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Figure 6.5: In vivo intra-operative nerve localization: (a) white-light and flu-
orescence (FL) imaging, (b) time-averaged F/Fo trace during stimulation and
pre-/post-stimulation phases. MPG, major pelvic ganglion; RCN, right cav-
ernous nerve; Pr, prostate.
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Figure 6.6: Fractional FL intensity change on localized nerve regions: (a)
locations of regions-of-interest (ROIs). BG, background; ROICN, CN region;
ROICNB, CNB region; (b) the plot of fractional change in FL intensity at each
ROI. Note that the plots were corrected by the FL intensity trace quantified at
the BG region.
Figure 6.5b. Note that this ROI was selected as it yielded the highest F/Fo
from the prostate surface. From this, the worst correlation coefficient was at
0.979 during the stimulation and post-stimulation phase. This confirms the
fractional FL contrast in the ROI was not generated by any structural change
over time. In addition, we made a counter-hypothesis that the mean FL inten-
sity in the ROI should be constant regardless of stimulation if the contrast was
sorely caused by the motion artifacts. However, the global FL intensity in the
ROI was increased in the stimulation phase, and restored back to basal level
in the post-stimulation phase. This also confirms the fractional contrast was
contributed by the VSD redistribution mechanism.
Figure 6.3b shows the trace of ICP value change over time during in vivo
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Figure 6.7: Evaluation on motion artifacts during in vivo experiment: (a)
region-of-interest in white-light and fluorescence (FL) imaging, (b) normalized
cross correlation coefficient and (c) fractional change in FL intensity over time
at the entire region-of-interest.
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experiment. The significant ICP increase was detected from the rat with VSD
staining when electrical stimulation is induced. Maximal and basal ICP val-
ues were 92.60 mmHg and 12.04 mmHg, respectively. On the other hand, the
control rat group (n = 3) presented comparable level of ICP trace with maximal
and basal ICP values at 79.01 ± 8.42 mmHg and 16.37 ± 0.96 mmHg, respec-
tively. This indicates the preserved erectile function despite of the surgical
procedures and direct VSD administration with given concentration, staining
duration, and flushing procedures, etc. In the post-stimulation phase, the ICP
gradually went down to basal level after about 1 min: 12.46 ± 0.32 mmHg. The
stimulated erectile function was also validated with the behavioral observation
as shown in Figure 6.3c.
The direct VSD staining procedures was validated on rat nerve layer in
periprostatic fascia covered by levator fascia from the surface. Frozen-sectioning
histopathological analysis was performed to validate the penetration of VSD
into the prostate nerve systems with the direct administration protocol pro-
posed. Figure 6.8 presents the white-light and FL microscopic images obtained
from prostate slices, and it confirms sufficient VSD staining depth through
nerve layer pose between prostate gland and levator fascia whose thickness is
few hundreds of µm. The clear round cross-sections of nerve branches were
successfully differentiated.
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Figure 6.8: Histopathological analysis on ex vivo rat prostate sample. Dotted
line presents the levator fascia covering the prostatic fascia with CNB. White
bar indicates 100 µm. PrG, prostatic gland; N, nerve.
6.6 Lessons Learned
A novel functional nerve-guidance imaging method is proposed to improve cur-
rent nerve sparing RRP protocol with fluorescence nerve monitoring of nerve
network (CN + CNB). The results facilitates FL quenching yield changing VSD
mechanism reflecting how much depolarization events happened in the nerve
network in response to the stimulation applied on CN. The successful direct
VSD administration to nerve layer for 10 min was confirmed by histopatho-
logical analysis (Figure 6.8). In a conventional open RRP, prostate is accessed
through seminal vesicles, anterior abdominal wall, endopelvic fascia, and peri-
prostatic fat, following by suturing the dorsal venous complex for about 10 min
before starting nerve-sparing procedures such as peeling out the prostatic fas-
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cia with CNB and sided incision detouring CN. Therefore, a 10-min duration
for dorsal venous complex suturing should be the time window for VSD stain-
ing not to hamper the surgical procedures. This method will be useful for both
open and laparoscopic RRP.
Future study should focusing on improving fractional contrast of the VSD in
FL emission between polarized and depolarized states, while providing higher
absorption coefficient at near-infrared range for better imaging sensitivity. In
addition, having more positively-charged electrochemical property with VSD
to enhance the staining efficiency as the dye molecules are then more respon-
sive to the membrane potential variation in nerve network. Furthermore, the
temporal features of VSD redistribution may be important parameter to un-
derstand. The results shown in Figure S2 suggests the different temporal
features of VSD redistribution in membrane depolarization and repolarization
events during transitions in stimulation and post-stimulation phases, respec-
tively. Therefore, further analysis in VSD characteristics will provide perspec-
tives how it could be optimized to quantify real-time nerve functionality in real
time.
The detailed methodology of the direct VSD staining protocol should be fur-
ther improved to represent more quantitative measure of membrane potential
variations. In in vivo study shown in this paper, the majority of VSD solution
was ran down based on the angle along with the prostate surface, so that only
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the top part of prostate could have large amount of VSD solution. This might
lead to the results in Figure reffig:prostateFL presenting the highest F/Fo at
the center of prostatic region. Therefore, high uniformity in the direct trans-
fascia VSD delivery should be obtained in our future study. A patch-based de-
livery method can be investigated to achieve both fast, uniform VSD delivery
and easier translation at the same time.
Photo-acoustic imaging is an emerging hybrid imaging modality providing
both optical absorptive contrast and acoustic imaging depth, and also supports
versatile imaging scales by microscopic (5 µm of spatial resolution for up to 2
mm-depth) and tomographic imaging configurations ( approximately 800 µm of
spatial resolution for up to 7-cm depth) [177–179]. Recently, several PA neu-
roimaging researches were proposed to quantify membrane potential varia-
tions using genetically-encoded calcium indicator or non-radiative voltage sen-
sor [176]. Our previous work have also shown the novel functional PA imaging
of membrane potential variation in vivo using same cyanine VSD used in this
study (i.e., IR780 perchlorate) [180,181]. The study is based on the complemen-
tary PA and FL contrast according to the given VSD redistribution mechanism.
When in polarized state, the absorbed light energy on VSD aggregates will be
more dissipated in form of thermal energy, which will trigger a thermal ex-
pansion of the surrounding thermoelastic medium, e.g., water contents or soft
tissue. The acoustic energy can be detected by clinical ultrasound transducer
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posed at transrectal configuration or outside of body. This PA-FL approach can
provide complement information for nerve-sparing guidance.
Further translational study may advance the concept of CN stimulation.
In the clinical management field of erectile dysfunction, electrical nerve stim-
ulation has been used in general due to its simple and intuitive configura-
tion. However, there is the possibility to cause nerve damage from direct
physical contact of electrodes on nerve structures, and the erectile function
response is inconsistent, indicating low specificity of this proposed method.
Moreover, there have been several studies citing the frequent degradation of
parallel recording accuracy with electrical activity [182]. Several promising
and safer stimulation methods can be used. A continuous-wave infrared sub-
surface optical stimulation method using infrared wavelengths (i.e., 1,490nm
and 1,870nm) was successfully used to induce erection in a rat model compa-
rable to that obtained from electrical stimulation. The non-contact configura-
tion on the CN is advantageous in terms of prevention of any physical dam-
age [182–184]. Also, the impact of non-invasive ultrasound stimulation has re-
cently been highlighted with safe acoustic intensity at a localized region with
high spatial selectivity [185, 186]. The realization of remote control of erectile
function using its deep focusing capability would be enormous to improve the
safety for the controlled activation of erection during RRP.
In our future translation, a greater number of rodent animals will be in-
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cluded based on an improved experimental setup, and the practical CNB con-
tribution to erectile function will be further studied. The extent of the localized
nerve damage induced to CNB with various distances from the primary CN
will be assessed, and the area of the damage will be controlled based on vari-
ous techniques [187]. CN stimulation and ICP measurement protocols will be
also applied for quantitative evaluation. This investigation will show the ex-
tent to which CNB actually contribute to the erectile function in addition to the
primary CN.
A translatable model may be considered for our future validation. Even
though the current experimental results are encouraging with the rodent ani-
mal model, the guidance specification may not be optimal for other larger an-
imal models or humans – In the rat prostate, the fascia layers surrounding
the prostate are very thin at around 100 µm of thickness, whereas the hu-
man prostatic fascia is much thicker. In practice, variability in fascia thickness
should be further evaluated because this factor may substantially affect the
trans-fascial FL imaging and effectiveness of the VSD staining procedure. For
this investigation, an ex vivo human prostate sample with intact levator and
periprostatic fascia layers would be used. VSD droplets with various concentra-
tions would be administered on the sample for various durations, and depths
of penetration would be recorded with measurements of local sample thick-
ness. FL imaging would be performed to validate the imaging depth, and the
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VSD-stained depth could be quantified by subsequent histopathological analy-
sis. This study design would serve to optimize the VSD administration scheme
as a function of fascia thickness for further translational in vivo study using
large animal models (e.g., canine, porcine, etc.) and/or a human trial. In the in
vivo evaluations, the instant calibration of the direct VSD administration setup
may be allowed by a local fascia thickness given by pre-operative tomographic
imaging with narrow axial resolution (e.g., US, OCT) or by pre-operative imag-
ing (e.g., CT, MRI).
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks and Future
Work
This dissertation details multiple imaging systems and planning strategies for
robotic automation in minimally invasive surgeries. Visual localization was im-
proved on current clinical MIS imaging techniques by providing increased 3D
accuracy to within 500 µm 3D with dense quantitative point cloud distributions
to assess a tissue surface for a 70◦ field of telescopic view. The overall system
accuracy, including taking into account robotic manipulation, is sub-millimeter
(300–860 µm) in electro-targeting and cutting kidney tissue. A surgical plan-
ning strategy using a multispectral imaging technique spanning from visible
to near-infrared (500 nm to 850 nm) illumination is also elaborated to quantify
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tissue conditions for intraoperative monitoring. A series of in vivo and in vitro
experiments using porcine tissue validated the system for automated robotic
surgical manipulation for proper cutting and suturing.
Future work includes rigorous accuracy testing of the surgical robot and of
the VIS-NIR surgical planning with dynamic tissue deformations and perfu-
sion conditions in a live animal. Other future work includes registration op-
timization and increase in the system speed. System registration procedures
between the robotic coordinate and the two cameras (or 3D reconstruction and
NIR tracking) employs a reference coordination based on the checkerboard po-
sition. Although the calibration accuracy between the system is high (80 to 300
µm with a calibration board), this step can be optimized so the calibration of
the overall system depends only on the coordinates of one camera. Moreover,
current system speed is within 4 fps (four 3D point clouds collected within 1
second). For a significantly increased system speed, fringe extraction from an
RGB fringe pattern can be implemented. Future work should explore the rela-
tion between the extracted RGB fringe and the 3D accuracy due to endoscopic
optical distortions such as chromatic and spherical aberrations.
The triangulation mechanism within the current 3D endoscope creates an
angle separation between the two scopes. In operations with limited entrance
access, smaller endoscopic housings with rigid scopes or flexible fiber can re-





Brain Imaging on Murine Models
at Around 800 nm
A.1 Motivation and System Contributions
Understanding the vasculature dynamics within the brain can help facilitate
the validation of many areas of pharmaceutical research [188,189] and of neu-
roscience applications [190–192]. The phenomenon of photoluminescence is
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widely used to illuminate the brain’s vasculature for subsequent imaging a
sample of interest [193–195]. In brain imaging, certain sample preparations
such as craniotomy, cranial windows or skull-thinning procedures are used
to minimize the effect of absorption and scattering from the scalp, cranium,
dura matter and fluids. Moreover, to enhance the emission strength from the
tagged fluoresce agent, several efforts used carbon-nanotube and quantum dot
fluorescent agents, which have longer near-infrared emission capturing win-
dows, during through-skull imaging of murine models. These studies demon-
strated the capability of reaching deeper penetration depths [196–199]. Here
we contribute a near-infrared fluorescence-based scanning imager design for
non-invasive brain imaging of live murine models. The design reduces toxic-
ity of the illuminated light power via a scanning illumination schematic. The
vasculature features in the brain are monitored via the inherent photolumines-
cence of the injected non-toxic indocyanine green fluorescence dye. The system
performance was validated and image quality was ascertained using a scien-
tific CMOS (sCMOS) camera operating around 800 nm.
My contributions involved the development of the fluorescence imaging setup,
including optical performance evaluation using an accuracy standard and tis-
sue samples for in vitro and in vivo imaging, the development and execution
of the imaging strategy and the collection and analysis of data. The work was
published in [172,200–204].
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A.2 System Setup
As indicated in Figure A.1, the laser-scanning fluorescence imaging system
consists of a 780-nm diode laser (70 mW) as the excitation source for the near
infrared fluorescence dye. The laser is scanned in horizontal and vertical direc-
tions using a 2D galvo system with two Galvo mirror GM1 and GM2 (GVSM002,
Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA) and the scanned light is directed through a dichroic
mirror (DM) with a cut-off wavelength at 806 nm (DMSP805R, Thorlabs, New
Jersey, USA). The excited light absorbed by the target indocyanine green dye
(ICG, Sigma Aldrich, Missouri, USA) creates the emittance of fluorescence sig-
nal at longer wavelength. This fluorescence at deeper layer in the sample is
collected through an emission filter (EM, 850-nm long pass filter (FEL0850,
Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA)) and the collected fluorescence is imaged onto a
sCMOS sensor (Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash4.0 sCMOS camera) or a CMOS sen-
sor (BasleracA2000-50gmNIR) through an imaging lens (IL). This long pass
filter can be alternated with other long-pass filter or band pass filter with cut-
on wavelength above 805 nm and covers the emission range of the prepared
ICG solution for a desired target of interest. Study with different near-infrared
windows for emission capturing at specific layer of interest through scattering
media such as mouse brain have been proposed in [199].
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Figure A.1: (a) Near infrared fluorescence imaging setup and (b) its
schematic.
A.3 Experimental Procedure
A.3.1 In-vitro Fluorescence Imaging of Indocyanine
Green Agent through Human Cadaver Bone
To validate our setup performance in capturing fluorescence through scattering
medium, we designed several phantoms from mixtures of indocyanine green
solution, ethanol and glue. The phantom is attached behind a human cadaver
temporal bone with an average thickness of 1.75 mm as the fluorescence target
for imaging.
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A.3.2 In-vivo Through Skull Brain Fluorescence Imaging
in Murine Model
Experiment was carried out in strict accordance with protocol MO14M390 ap-
proved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at Johns Hopkins University.
A C57BL/6N mouse aged P84 (Charles River) was anaesthetized by i.p. injec-
tion of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg). The animal’s head is
shaved and then placed in a stereotaxic frame on a heating blanket. The respi-
ratory rate and body temperature are monitored every 15 minutes throughout
the procedure. Sterile ointment is placed on both eyes. The surgical area is
disinfected with three alternating swabs of alcohol and betadine. An incision
is made along the midline of the scalp, subcutaneous tissue and periosteum
cleaned and removed and skull exposed for imaging. To identify blood vessel
in mice brain, ICG powder is reconstituted in saline (10 mg/mL 0.9% NaCl).
After the scalp incision, 50 µL of the prepared ICG solution is injected into the
lateral tail vein of the animal. For the vascular monitoring, top-view of the an-
imal’s head is imaged right after the injection using the proposed near-infrared
imaging setup.
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A.4 Image Enhancement Methods
Due to the nature of the scanning imagery and the emission signatures of the
tested dye, fluorescence signal is collected and highlighted within the scanned
regions under the light illuminated section. The scanning regions covers an
area of 12 mm-by-12 mm with each scanning step of 0.63 mm. All scanning
image frames are combined by summation to result in the full fluorescence
frames as displayed in Figures A.2, A.5, A.6. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
dB is computed as the ratio between the difference of average signal value and
the average background value with the root-mean-square of the noise level.
A.5 System Resolution Evaluation
A.5.1 USAS 1951 Resolution Target
We first validate our optical imaging capability by testing the spatial and lat-
eral resolution using a standard positive 1951 USAF test target (R3L3S1P,
Thorlabs, New Jersey, USA) and a depth of field target (DOF 5-15, Edmund
Optics Inc., New Jersey, USA), respectively. The horizontal and vertical line
pattern from group 5, element 1 is recorded in Figure 2 indicating the resolved
line width of 15.63 µm and the DOF of the setup is indicated as within 5 mm
to 6 mm range (Figure A.3).
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Figure A.2: (a) Reflectance image of a USAF resolution target, scale bar in-
dicates 2 mm length (b) The intensity profiles along the lines indicated in red
box in (a).
A.5.2 Through-Skull Fluorescence Imaging
Next, we experimented fluorescence imaging through a cadaver human tempo-
ral bone. Inasmuch as a high signal-to-noise ratio is essential in low light and
strongly diffusive systems, such as through-bone imaging, we also conducted a
comparison study between a standard and a highly sensitive CMOS sensor in
detecting ICG signal through a human head bone (Figures A.5). The results
indicate apparent features of the ICG phantoms behind the bone for both sen-
sor types. When the phantoms are placed behind the skull, due to the highly
scattering nature of the skull, the images became highly diffusive. This effect
can be enhanced by using an iterative procedure such as the Richardson- Lucy
deconvolution or a highly sensitive sCMOS sensor improve the SNR of the im-
age. The SNR captured using a CMOS and enhanced by the deconvolution
method in Figure A.4 was calculated as an increase from 18.55 dB to 28.48 dB;
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Figure A.3: Depth of field of the setup at two line set at frequency of 5 and 15
line pairs per millimeter.
and the SNR improvement using a sCMOS camera as indicated in Figure A.5
is increased from 22.45 dB to 37.37 dB.
The imaging system is next validated with alive murine head imaging with-
out removing the skull bone. From Figure A.6, fluorescence from murine brain
vessel is visible through skin and skull intact, with clear contrast of the ves-
sel network. The imaging enables certain drug effect on the brain vessel such
as the blood-brain-barrier opening effect cause by Lexiscan when injecting to
the animal. From Figure A.7, the diffusion of the fluorescence agent is appar-
ent compared to the dye concentration around the suture head lines without
Lexiscan injection.
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Figure A.4: Fluorescence imaging of ICG phantom using a CMOS camera
and its post processing using Lucy Richardson deconvolution method.
A.5.3 Monitoring of Nano Particle Diffusion within Brain
Other dye encapsulation method such as in polymer nano-particles enables
drug delivery with desired localization and concentration. The fluorescence
imaging system can be used to monitor the lifetime of the dye-encapsulated
nano particle. The nanoparticle was prepared with the concentration of 0.8 mg
of IR780 dye in 1 mL nanoparticle suspension. An amount of 20 µL of this
mixture is injected in the right hemisphere section as indicated in Figure A.8.
The drill depth is measured within 0.2 mm. This concentration (IR780-NP1
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(a) ICG fluorescence image without hu-
man cadaver bone
(b) ICG fluorescence image behind
the human cadaver bone using a reg-
ular CMOS sensor.
(c) ICG fluorescence image behind the
human cadaver bone using a scientific
CMOS sensor.
Figure A.5: Sensitivity comparison between a regular and a scientific CMOS
cameras though human cadaver bone. Both cameras use the same capturing
setting of 400 ms for exposure time, or relatively 2.5 frames per second.
0.8 mg/mL)is used due to its high relative fluorescence strength compared to
other higher dye concentration (IR780-NP1 5.9 mg/mL) and the conventional
ICG dye (0.5 mg/mL) (Figure A.9).
As indicated in Figure A.10, the dye-encapsulated nanoparticle distribution
is expanded until 4 days after the initial injection. The increase in fluorescence
intensity throughout the days shows the dye distribution is sparse, making the
fluorescence quenching is easier compared to earlier day when dye particles
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Figure A.6: Upper row: White reflectance images of (a) an exposed mice skull
with indicated ROIs and (b, c) their corresponding zoom-in regions for ROI 1
and ROI 2. Lower row: Fluorescence images of mice vascular structures after
ICG injection (d) corresponding to (a) and (e, f) corresponding to (b, c) for ROI
1 and ROI 2, respectively.
accumulated within a smaller volume. To quantify the increase of dye fluores-
cence, which related to the sparse distribution at the later day, relative inten-
sity along the horizonal and vertical axes of the collected fluorescence image is
displayed in Figure A.11.
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Figure A.7: Preliminary test of Lexiscan effect in ICG dye diffusion.
Figure A.8: System Setup and Sample Preparation.
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Figure A.9: Comparison of fluorescence strength under multiple excitation
levels.
Figure A.10: The nano particle diffusivity monitoring.
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Figure A.11: Horizontal and vertical intensity profiles for particle diffusivity
comparison.
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A.6 Lessons Learned
Fluorescence imaging through scattering media such as skull bone successfully
demonstrated using both in in vitro and in vivo experiments on murine model.
This confirms the ability to minimize the invasive sample preparations such as
craniotomy, cranial windows or skull-thinning procedures while maintaining
an adequate brain imaging quality. The proposed setup utilizing the scanning
scheme of a laser diode, which induces a highly concentrated power of laser
circular beam with diameter of 2 mm, however, prolongs the imaging collec-
tion time. A high power light emitting diode for a single-shot capturing of the
fluorescence event is possible to assist the real-time monitoring of vasculature
dynamic and neural circuit functions in the brain. The imaging system en-
ables multiple observations of the vasculature structures as well as the studies
of drug effects or nano particle distribution within murine model through the









APPENDIX B. REAL-TIME INTRA-OPERATIVE GUIDANCE USING A
DUAL PHOTOACOUSTIC AND PULSED FLUORESCENCE IMAGING FOR
ROBOTIC ASSISTED SURGERY
B.1 Motivation and System Contributions
Multimodal systems have offered medical advantages, such as complimentary
information and higher layers of medical diagnostics. It is most beneficial to
critical medical applications in which traditional imaging cannot distinguish
tissue type well, such as in prostatectomy surgery, where the differentiation
between cancerous tumor and the cavernous nerve is acute. This work re-
ports a real-time multimodal imaging system for assisting prostatectomy us-
ing the combination of fluorescence imaging (FL) with photoacoustic imaging
(PA). My contribution includes designing and building the fluorescence system
setup and combining it with the PA imaging modality. I also collected and ana-
lyzed imaging data. The work proposed in this section resulted in publications
in [180,181].
B.2 System Setup
The system consists of a pulsed laser light generated from a second-harmonic
Nd:YAG laser-pumped optical parametric oscillator system (Phocus Inline, Opotek
Inc., USA). The laser pulse focused at 200 mm is delivered to a target through
the dual-axis scanning galvo system (GVS 012, Thorlabs, Inc., USA). For each
light delivery, the PA pixel data were collected by the transrectal ultrasound
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Figure B.1: System diagram of a dual fluorescence-photoacoustic imaging.CL
Convex Lens, BS: Beam Splitter, NDF: Neutral Density Filter, OFB: Optical
Fiber Bundle, DAQ: Data Acquisition Card, EF: Emission Filter.
array transducer (BPL9-5/55, Ultrasonix Corp., Canada) connected to ultra-
sound research package (SonixDAQ), while the emitted fluorescence selectively
captured by scientific CMOS camera (ORCA-Flash 4.0 V2, Hamamatsu K. K.,
Japan) through the dichroic mirror (805 nm) and emission filter (¿830 nm).
The system was validated using an acoustic tissue-mimicking phantoms mixed
with indocyanine green for spectral absorption at 780 nm and emission at
around 830 nm.
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Figure B.2: System sensitivity comparison between PA and FL imaging of an
ICG phantom.
B.3 Imaging Sensitivity on an ICG
Fluorescence Phantom
At 20 Hz, we recorded a maximum intensity projection (MAP) of both PA and
the corresponding FL images on ex-vivo experiments using the designed phan-
toms. Further in-vivo experiments on bovine model will be conducted to sup-
port the clinical significance of the system specifically in the navigation for
prostatectomy and ovarian cancer surgeries.
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